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Groups Centralize Technical Ops
by Randy J. Stine
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Technical departments for many
broadcast groups reflect a more centralized way of doing business — due to
consolidation, but also because of tighter
budgets during the recent downturn in the
U.S. economy.
Practices continue to differ across the
industry, however. Engineering managers
at Clear Channel and Cumulus
Broadcasting, for example, say they have
fairly rigid structures in place. The top
engineer at Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.
says the company usually allows local
engineers the freedom to purchase equipment within acertain budget.
Still, engineering management differs
from how it was done just a few years
ago, several sources said, from the way
equipment is purchased to how engineers
are hired.
Clear Channel's organizational ladder
includes 11 regional engineering services
managers, said Jeff Littlejohn, senior vice
president for engineering services. An
RESM has the same function as aVP of
engineering would have in a smaller
company.
"They manage capital and projects and
assist engineers and market managers
with day-to-day needs:' Littlejohn said.
Some engineering decisions are made
at the cluster level, he said; but capital
purchasing decisions are managed from
the corporate level.
"As much as we would like to allow

every engineer to buy from their favorite
vendor, it's not the best approach. We
still make sure the stations get what they
want; but by purchasing in quantity, we
saved several million dollars last year
alone:' Littlejohn said.
Communication levels
Communication with and among Clear
Channel's 1,200 stations and engineering
departments is done via an internal Web
site, e-mail and periodic conference calls.
Hispanic Broadcasting Corp. Director
of Engineering David Stewart calls his
company's approach to technical operations "very centralized and very top-

down." However, HBC has alocal engineering manager in each of its 15 markets.
"My assumption is that the people in the
trenches know alot more that I'll ever know.
We usually give them freedom to do their
work within the operating budget," Stewart
said. "The home team is not automatically
wrong when it comes to purchasing."
Still, Stewart said certain decisions,
such as when to roll out HD Radio in
each market, come from the top. The
group will have nine of its stations transmitting both analog and digital signals by
mid-year.
"I usually need to mediate between
See CENTRAL, page 7
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Clark: Let AMs Go IBOC at Night
PITTSBURGH Glen Clark, president of
Glen Clark & Associates, says the FCC
has the capability to determine which
AMs can use Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s digital technology at night without causing
undue interference to their neighbors.
Five-rule test
Clark is acommunications consulting
engineer involved in the study and development of digital transmission in the AM
band. His company participated in an AM
allocation study in 1997 and ' 98 that provided design guidance for the AM IBOC
system. Engineers for what was then called
USADR needed to know how tightly

packed AM stations are and what interference conditions existed to design acompatible IBOC system, Clark said.
He suggests afive-rule test to assess
quickly which stations should go IBOC
at night and plans to discuss his theory
at the IBOC presentations on Sunday,
April 6, at NAB2003.
Clark has asked the FCC to reconsider its ban on AM IBOC at night. The
interference concerns that led to the ban
can be addressed in ways that would
allow the "majority" of 24-hour AMs to
go IBOC immediately, he states in the
Petition for Reconsideration.
It is true, he states, that "aminority"

of AMs would cause "significant interference" to their neighbors if they went
digital at night; however he believes
the number is small.
Existing guidelines
The FCC already has aspectrum allocation guideline, the desired-to-undesired
ratio, that can predict which AMs would
likely cause interference to their neighbors with nighttime IBOC operation, so it
is unnecessary to ban all AM nighttime
IBOC operation, he argues. FCC rules
require co-channel stations to have aD/U
ratio of 20-to- 1, meaning any interfering
signal can be no stronger than 1/20th of

THE AMAZING L
ITTLE MIXER

the strength of the desired signal. First
adjacent channel stations are required to
have. aDili ratio of .2-to- 1or more at the
periphery of the primary service area.
These rules, he states, do not change
from day to night.
Expanded- band stations are subject
to more- stringent nighttime allocation
standards, a 2-to- 1 D/U ratio for firstadjacents. He proposes authorizing all
expanded- band AMs for nighttime
IBOC operation immediately. He says
it should happen soon.
He proposes the commission can identify AMs that could go IBOC at night with
no significant additional first adjacent
channel interference by asking: "What stations could satisfy the same standards at
night as are implied to be adequate by the
commission's approval of IBOC during
daytime hours?" Or, "What stations could
satisfy the current standards in Part 73.182
with reference to first-adjacent channel
stations without drawing upon grandfathered radiation rights?"
NAB believes Clark's work is useful,
but not, by itself, sufficient for the FCC
to authorize AMs to go IBOC at night.
NAB suggested the commission wait
until Ibiquity Digital Corp. submits the
results of further AM nighttime testing
"to better examine the impact of AM
IBOC at night."
Ibiquity hopes to submit such areport
to NAB by the end of March.
Clark responded by saying NAB's
position, to wait a short period for all
data to come in, is reasonable. He stands
by what he submitted.
"The five-step test is defensible. We're
not going to withdraw the petition."
— Leslie Stimson
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Iran Service Draws Scrutiny
Radio Farda Hopes to Build on the Concept
Already Being Pursued by Radio Sawa
by Naina Narayana Chernoff
WASHINGTON The U.S. government continues to update its international radio offerings, recently aiming
new programming at younger listeners
in Iran in hopes of exposing them to
democratic ideas — although not
everyone involved is happy about it.
Radio Farda, which means " Radio
Tomorrow," went on the air in
December, replacing another U.S.-government-sponsored radio service, Radio
Azadi, or Radio Freedom. A joint initiative of Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty and Voice of America, the 24hour Farsi-language station features
pop music with hourly 12- minute newscasts and two half-hour daily programs
of news analysis. VOA Farsi-language
radio and television services remain
unchanged.

for listeners under 30, who make up 70
percent of Iran's population of about
66 million.
"We wanted the largest possible
audience," said Norman Pattiz, president and founder of Westwood One and
BBG member. "So we had to marry our
mission to the market."
Expanding outlook
The BBG launched the project in
fall of 2002 after conducting astudy of
broadcasting in Iran, its public and the
U.S. government's desire to promote
freedom and democracy there.
According to Pattiz, who serves as
chairman of the BBG Middle East
Committee and oversaw the creation of
Radio Sawa, Radio Farda expands the
amount of news and information
Iranians have received from existing
services.

We consider ourselves

to be local

radio, but we follow the Western journalistic
standards.

The Washington stall covers an
eight- hour shift from 2:30 to 10:30
p.m. Eastern, and the Prague staff covers two shifts of eight hours each. The
Prague bureau is led by News Director
Marto Sorghum, former director of the
RFE/RL Armenian service. U.S. consultant Bert Kleinmann, involved in
the start-up of Radio Sawa, is the
music consultant.
Until early December, Farhoodi and
six of those reporters worked for the
Washington- based VOA Farsi news
service, which trimmed its hours of
service on shortwave from five to four
hours. After hiring two new reporters,
the newly assembled Radio Farda staff
began a two-week training period and
went on the air Dec. 18.
Compared to VOA Farsi, Farhoodi
said, Radio Farda "is acompletely different operation. It's fast-paced and around
the clock."
The launch of Radio Sawa also has
brought anew approach to news broadcasts in Iran, where there are up to 20
other foreign radio broadcasters on the
air, but none offering 24-hour service,
said Farhoodi.
"At whatever time in Iran, listeners
are no more than 28 minutes from a
news update," he said. " They don't
have to wait for the set times of other
broadcasters."
Farhoodi said the two staffs share
reports using an FTP server and the

digital radio operating system
DigaSystem, created by German manufacturer
Digital
Audio
Video
Integration and Development Systems
Inc., or D.A.V.I.D.
RFE/RL's bureau in Prague equipped
its 25 language services with DigaSystem
software last year.
The system features an adaptable,
modular open architecture that enables
Radio Farda's staff to access digital
audio files over astandard networking
environment with content management
capabilities. Using the DigaSystem,
Farhoodi said, reporters can exchange,
record, edit and schedule items in the
program folder from any computer
workstation.
The music playlist is assembled at a
separate location at VOA's headquarters
in Washington. It also is accessible
through the system, he said.
Similar to many American news format stations, Farhoodi said, Radio Farda
broadcasts stories in an integrated manner, placing stories, interviews and
stringer reports together during a newscast.
"We consider ourselves to be local
radio," he said. " But we follow the
Western
journalistic
standards."
More offerings
On Feb. 19, the service expanded its
offerings when Radio Farda launched
the first of three planned 30- minute
public affairs programs, each to be
aired twice for a total of three hours
per week.
See FARDA page 8

— Ali Farhoodi

Union members employed by Voice
of America news services have criticized the Farsi service. In a letter to
the Washington Times newspaper, the
local union argued that funds for
proven VOA radio services are being
diverted to create Middle Eastern television programs that only offend
Muslim viewers instead of broadcasting world news and information about
the United States.
The
Broadcasting
Board
of
Governors, the presidentially- appointed panel that supervises U.S. broadcast
efforts abroad, "is dismantling VOA to
create pet projects such as Radio Sawa
in Arabic and Radio Farda in Farsi to
Iran that skirt the charter," wrote Tom
Shamble, president of Local 1812 of
the
American
Federation
of
Government Employees in the
February letter.
Other critics spoke up about a perceived strategy change by the BBG
with respect to VOA and RFE/FL
Middle East broadcasting. In a Wall
Street Journal editorial, retiring
Republican U.S. Senator Jesse Helms
complained about the "top 40" music
and youthful approach of Radio Farda.
The new service is broadcast on AM
as well as shortwave, digital audio
satellite and by the Internet. VOA and
RFL/RE hopes to attract more listeners
than its predecessor, which was tuned
in mostly by older listeners. Radio
Farda is modeled on Radio Sawa,
another recent U.S. government- sponsored Arabic service. Radio Farda's
creators decided to program the station

Iranian officials have not welcomed
Radio Farda warmly. Iranian Foreign
Ministry spokesman Hamid-Reza
Assefi called the broadcasts " fruitless
and interfering" in a release by the
Islamic Republic News Agency, the
official news agency of Iran.
The BBG and other sources report
jamming of shortwave transmissions.
More than adozen other foreign broadcasting services also transmit to Iran,
including the BBC World Service,
Deutsche Welle and Radio France
Internationale.
The service is prevented from broadcasting on an FM frequency because of
strict licensing guidelines in Iran.
Radio Farda listeners tune in on the
Internet, AM 1593 kHz and 1539 kHz;
digital audio satellite services including AsiaSat 2, Eutelsat Hotbird 3,
Arabsat and Nilesat; and, for 21 hours
each day, on shortwave. For satellite
listeners, a digital satellite receiver is
required to receive the signal.
The station is operated from
Washington and Prague in the Czech
Republic, site of VOA's main European
bureau. With eight reporters in
Washington, the staff of RFL/RE in
Prague and Iranian stringers in other
parts of the United States, Europe and the
Middle East, the service broadcasts 46
newscasts, including the two daily 30minute news magazines and short news
updates at the top and bottom of each
hour, which feature analysis, reports from
Iran, interviews and roundtables, said Ali
Farhoodi, news director of the
Washington bureau.
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Fundamentally, Radio Matters
satisfied with their programming choices.
Arbitron said 79 percent of listeners
feel they get from their local stations
more or the same amount of choices
than they did five years ago. More
than one-third of listeners said choices
are greater. More than two-thirds said
local stations do avery good or good
job of providing awide variety of programming.
This bolsters what NAB has argued
in recent months, and serves as a
helpful counter to criticism aimed at
radio during the FCC ownership rules
hearings.
Arbitron said almost 80 percent listen to local stations for information
on news, weather, traffic, sports and
community activities at least once a
week; and 85 percent said stations
play an important role in providing
such information.
"More variety in programming —
not less — is available to radio listeners" following consolidation, stated
Arbitron Radio Senior Vice President
and General Manager Scott Musgrave
in the announcement.

Every time asnowstorm or summer
twister moves through, we are reminded
of the relevance of radio.
But the importance of the medium
was brought home to me in anew way
during this winter's heightened terror
warnings. Here in the Washington area,
newspapers wrote articles, TV reporters
blathered and governments issued
detailed advice about how we should
prepare for biological, chemical or other emergencies with duct tape, plastic
sheeting, fresh water, canned food and
candles.
Near the top of every emergency list
was abattery-powered or wind-up radio.
We're not just in the business of selling commercials or playing music, honorable though these tasks may be.
Should the worst happen, should electricity, water, food and infrastructure fail,
society will turn to us in radio. This is a
reminder of our continued relevance and
our great responsibilities.
* * *
Another study affirms that listeners are

Congratulations to Sam Rowley,
staff engineer for HCJB World Radio in
Elkhart, Ind. He wins an L22 PCI card
from Lynx Studio Technology in Radio
World's New Technology Sweepstakes.
The L22 offers two balanced analog
inputs and outputs supporting 24bit/192 kHz and 117
dB dynamic range
by using proprietary
circuit topologies
with
low-jitter
clocking. Its features
include AES/EBU
or S/PDIF digital
I/O with SRC, external clock synchronization and a 32channel
mixing
processor. LStream
expansion ports provide the option of 16

additional AES or
ADAT 1/Os using the
LS-AES and LS- ADAT expansion cards.
Value: $749.
Sign up for our sweepstakes
at www.rwonline.com.

From the Edit°r

"Radio programming is as diverse as
the American radio audience. Where
there's apopulation base and adesire
for aformat in the marketplace, someone in the radio industry is going to
meet the need because it makes economic sense for them to do so."
A Bear Stearns report in November
found there were 7percent more "core"
formats available in the fall of 2001 relative to five years earlier. Bear Stearns
identified more than 250 formats in
radio's 200+ rated U.S. markets.
* * *
Our thoughts are with the family of
Burt E. Stimson, who died Feb. 2in
Annapolis.
Stimson, 85, was the father of Radio
World News Editor and Washington
Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson. Until his
retirement in 1981, he was in charge of
repairing cameras for the photographers
of National Geographic magazine.
* * *
A trust fund has been set up to benefit
the surviving family members of Scott
Beeler, the broadcast equipment executive who died last fall.
The fund benefits Beeler's pregnant
wife Kim and five children. You can
contribute by sending acheck made out
to "The Scott Beeler Memorial Fund,"
and mailing it c/o Tom Stout, 1200
Crosstimbers Drive, Louisville, KY
40245. Stout is Beeler's stepfather.
Beeler's employer, ERI, has helped
spread the word about the fund and plans
aprivate donation, according to COO
Jim Meleski.
Separately, organizers of agolf benefit
for the family at the upcoming NAB
show continue to seek sponsors. The
event is Saturday, April 5. For info, write
to Cam Eicher at cam@logitekaudio.com
or Brian McConnell at brian@
sasaudio.com.
Iknow Scott Beeler would be deeply
grateful to the industry people who have
stepped up to remember him and to help

Aid ° pd.,

All-New AutoPiPi 2...
Unleash the Power!

Paul J. McLane
his family.
By the way. his son, due April 1, will
be named Scott A. Beeler Jr.
* * *
Full Compass Systems is 25.
The Wisconsin-based supplier was
founded in 1977 by Jonathan Lipp in an
office next to Full Compass Sound
Studios. He and his wife Susan have
grown the company to a $50 million
business, according to an announcement
by the firm. Susan Lipp now serves as
president, Jonathan Lipp as CEO.
The couple threw an " ice fishing"
party for employees, vendors, reps and
other guests in December to mark the
occasion.
"The Lipps, donned in flannel, along
with their employees and another 200
ice fishing- ready invited guests, took
over Madison's Essen Haus restaurant
for traditional Wisconsin dinner —
spaetzie, corn on the cob, taters, fish
fry and lots more," the company said in
astatement.
The paniers also trekked to the
Madison Repertory Theatre for aprivate
performance of ashow called — what
else? — "Guys on Ice."
* * *
E-mail Pig update: Isent 1,690 email messages in the month of January,
or about 73 per work day, virtually
none of it "bulk" — all individual messages. Time to join E- Mailers
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Limits, Market Definition Disputed
Here is asampling of the thousands of
comments filed with the FCC about
media ownership. Chairman Michael
Powell hopes revised rules will be issued
in late spring.
Topics include whether to change the
definition of a radio market, the effect of
the 1996 relaxation of local radio ownership limits, cross- media ownership
restrictions and how the agency scrutinizes potential deals during its anti-trust
review.
"Regarding what approach ought to
be taken in addressing local radio station combinations, let us make clear the
FCC not only can but should consider
public interest factors beyond mere
compliance with the numerical limits.
There is awide disparity in the competitive effects between one possible
grouping of stations that might, for
instance, have less than a 25 percent
share of the radio advertising market
revenue and another group of the same
number of stations controlling an 80
percent or more share. ...
"We are concerned that the commission more rigorously examine concentration specifically to ensure such independents an opportunity to remain
viable and not feel forced to sell out or
reduce service."
Americans for Radio Diversity
Hopkins, Minn.
"North American Broadcasting
Company believes that the extraordinarily high levels of radio and media ownership concentration — in Columbus
(Ohio) and generally — have led to abuses by many large group owners. This
abusive behavior has worked against the
interests of advertisers, advertising agencies, other broadcasters in the market and
the listening public itself....
"According to NABCo sales staff,
every day one major group owner in the
city, when a buy comes up from an
agency, puts its stations together at $ 1520 per point below the ' cost- per- point'
figure in the market to knock small
groups and single-station operators out of
consideration for the buy....
"NABCo sales staff has engaged in
conversations with advertisers and advertising agency personnel who complain
that the large group owners in Columbus
will attempt to coerce an agency and/or
advertiser to buy, or accept at no charge,
a station that the agency/advertiser
'would never look at in the first place.'
"A typical comment of agency personnel is that, when they fax over an avail
request for aparticular station to fit the
advertiser's target demographic, the two
large group owners in Columbus will
send back the request with the addition of
stations in their groups. But, the agency
representatives complain, buying advertising time on these additional stations
'makes no sense.' ...
"It is recommended that the FCC first

Correction
A story on page 7 of the Feb. 12
issue incorrectly stated the call letters
of WYGY(FM) in Cincinnati and the
owner of Buckley station WOR(AM)
in New York.

change the definition of radio markets to
make it amore realistic measure. NABCo
urges the commission to use Arbitron
markets as the basic measure of amarket.
Once a revised market tool has been
established, the FCC then should fashion
a 'concentration factor' tool that can be
used to govern and control the extent of
multiple ownership by radio group owners in amarket."
North American
Broadcasting Company
Columbus, Ohio

Every day

ing stations located in the Trenton (
N.J.)
market. Blind use of Arbitron's commercially driven market would cause the
commission to arbitrarily ignore certain
realities within aparticular market. With
overlapping contour analysis, the commission can more adequately assess the
realities of the marketplace in which the
proposed combination may occur."
Nassau Broadcasting Partners LP
Princeton, N.J.
"The FCC's current radio/TV crossownership proscriptions ... have not real-

one major group owner in the

city, when a buy comes up from an agency, puts
its stations together at $ 15-20 per point below
the 'cost-per-point' figure in the market ...

— NABCo

"The commission's review of economic concentration in the radio advertising
market is wholly duplicative of matters
that are fully within the purview of the
Department of Justice and the Federal
Trade Commission under federal antitrust
laws. Indeed, the commission itself
acknowledges in the NPRM that its current practice is to await the completion of
any DOJ review of aradio transaction ...
"The commission should take the
next logical step and acknowledge
Congress' intention in the 1996 Act that
the commission limit its review of local
radio ownership to the numerical caps
contained in the text ... and leave the
analysis of economic markets to DOJ
and FTC....
"If the commission implements atransaction screening process, such as the 50/70
transaction screen in the commission's
interim policy, to determine when the commission will analyze the impact of the proposed transaction on economic competition, then that transaction screen should be
asingle threshold value for the market participant proposing to acquire stations in the
transaction rather than the dual threshold
of the current interim policy.
"Whatever the value of a single-value/single-party threshold for isolating
transactions of potential concern, a second threshold does nothing but allow a
dominant market player to entrench its
position in the market by raising aregulatory barrier to lesser market participants
who wish to improve their competitive
position by acquisition or joint venture."
Entercom Communications Corp.
Bala Cynwyd, Pa.
"Few commenting parties requested
the use of Arbitron radio metropolitan
areas as the relevant geographic market.
Nassau, along with the clear preponderance of other interested parties, requested
that the commission maintain its current
market definition methodology, involving
the use of overlapping contours.
"Nassau experienced complications
when the commission used an Arbitrondefined market as areference when analyzing its assignment applications involv-

ly had the chance to be fully evaluated.
Buckley urges the commission to go slow
in allowing further cross-media combinations; as such combinations can adversely affect the media marketplace, particularly in small markets....

"(T)he commission approved the transfer of control of Ackerly Media Group
Inc. to Clear Channel Communications
Inc. One of the results of this decision was
the approval of a transfer of control of
television station KION(TV), Monterey,
Calif., as well as the transfer of an LMA
with station KCBA(TV), Salinas, Calif., to
Clear Channel, which already owned six
radio stations in the small MontereySalinas, Calif. market.
"In that case, the commission failed to
consider the effect of the combination of
the dominant radio and television broadcaster in the same market, each enjoying
nearly a50% market share of the advertising revenue in its service. ... Such
combinations can be anti-competitive,
particularly in small markets....
"In the Monterey- Salinas market
where Buckley operates two radio stations, radio and television advertising
time during many dayparts sells at
approximately the same rates. Thus,
radio and TV advertising is interchangeable to advertisers, meaning that these
different media are direct competitors for
advertising dollars. The strong substitutability between radio and television
advertising in smaller markets supports
the continued limitation on radio/TV
cross-ownership....
"The commission should not allow
two players, with significant market
shares in different media, to combine
their media holdings so as to become a
single, dominant player in the advertising
market in agiven area."
Buckley Broadcasting Corp.
Greenwich, Conn.

by
Mark Stennett,
V. P. Engineer
NEXT Media Group

Radio Systems has the right board for the
job at hand, with comprehensive logic and
audio choices. Installation is asnap, and
maintenance costs will be minimal
because Radio Systems uses extensive
VCA technology & electronic switching.
Ihave overseen more than 50 Millenium
Console installations - Radio Systems has
agreat product and a 'can do' attitude.

0011311MICID •
601 Heron Drive, Logan Township, New Jersey 08085
(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax

www.radiosystems.com
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lbiquity Details
AFTRA, SAG
Prepare for Merger
The staffs of the American Federation
of Television and Radio Artists and the
Screen Actors Guild are preparing for the
organizations to merge. Boards of the
unions are developing aconstitution, a
business plan for the merged entity and a
transition guide. Preparations are to be discussed at a meeting of the boards in
Washington April 5.
At a videoconference meeting in
February, the national boards of the unions
approved aconsolidation plan by avote of
141 to 3. The plan calls for the creation of
an umbrella union and three affiliates operating within that umbrella and dedicated to
actors, broadcasters and recording artists.
Upon each board's approval, each union
will send referendums for ratification to its
members. Both AFTRA and SAG's constitutions and bylaws require at least a60 percent majority of votes for passage.

Clear Channel
Extends Lobbying
WASHINGTON The Clear Channel
Communications lobbying team in
Washington is bigger. It has added two
former congressional staffers, Robert
Fisher and Brendan Kelsay.
Fisher comes from the Senate
Commerce Committee, where he advised
Chairman John McCain, R- Ariz., on
telecommunications and mass media. He
began his career with McCain in 1997 as a
legislative liaison and worked on his most
recent campaign before joining the
Commerce Committee.
Kelsay joins from the House Commerce
Committee, where he advised ranking
member Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., also
on telecommunications and mass media.

He has held positions with the House
Democratic Caucus, led by Rep. Vic Fazio,
D-Calif., the Georgia state legislature and
numerous political campaigns.

HD Radio Orders,
Installations Grow

WNWV(FM) in Cleveland; WWFE(AM)
and WRHC(AM) in Miami; WOWO(AM)
in Ft. Wayne, Ind.; WJNA(AM) in West
Palm Beach, Fla.; KZIA(FM) and
KMRY(AM) in Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
WASE(FM) in Elizabethtown, Ky.; and
WXGI(AM) in Richmond, Va., Harris said.

ATI's New Owners

HD Radio installations are picking up.
WUSF(FM) in Tampa believes it is the
first public station to go HD-R. The station is using Harris transmission gear.
Spanish Broadcasting System and
Crawford Broadcasting chose Broadcast
Electronics gear to transition their first
digital stations. Harris Corp. said 10 more
stations recently purchased HD Radio
exciters, and the vendor made agroup sale
to Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.
SBS will use BE gear for Miami's
WRMA(FM). The system will use highlevel combining in ashared antenna system. BE said anew combining technique
makes it possible for the group to inject
HD Radio directly into the antenna combiner, instead of into the path of analog
FM. Plans are to run polarized digital and
analog signals in order to feed the top half
of the master antenna with analog FM and
the bottom half with HD Radio.
Crawford's WPWX(FM) in Chicago is
using BE gear in a high-level, shared
antenna configuration through an ERI
directional antenna.
Separately, Harris Corp. sold $725,000
worth of digital equipment to Hispanic
Broadcasting Corp. for its digital transition. That sale enables HBC to convert
nine stations.
It purchased exciters for WADO(AM)
in New York, KTNQ(AM) in Los Angeles
and WQBA(AM) in Miami. It purchased a
DAX FM transmitter for WIND(AM) in
Chicago.
The 10 stations that ordered Dexstar
exciters recently are WCLV(FM) and

b

Outline Plans
HORSHAM, Pa. The new owners of
ATI plan to expand the company.
Audio Technologies Inc. will conduct a
"major expansion ... through asubstantial
investment in personnel, systems and
facilities." New owner and President
David Day bought the company from cofounders Samuel B. Wenzel and Edward
M. Mullin, who remain involved as consultants. Terms were not disclosed.
Day said ATI will double production
floor space and engineering staff by late
spring. He hired aCFO, Ken Davis, and a
marketing manager, Linda Reed, and will
use the name All Group Inc.
In addition to founding Day Sequerra in
1989, Day's experience includes senior
management positions at
Acoustic
Research and International Jensen Inc.
ATI has eight employees after the
departure of Wenzel and Mullin, and is
seeking to hire afew more.
"Sam and Ed" are familiar faces at
industry trade shows. The company has
shipped approximately 70,000 pieces of
equipment since its beginning in 1979,
according to its Web site; its line includes
specialty amplifiers, consoles, distribution
gear, switchers and monitors.
Wenzel said the decision to sell was
"kind of tough, but we're getting up in
years." Both are in their 60s. He said the
next level of growth for the company
would have required alarge investment,
and that the time was right for the change.

KIntronlcl Labs,
_
Inc
OFFERING COMPLETE CONCEPT - TO - ON AIR SERVICES FOR DIGITAL AM RADIO
WIDEBAND ANTENNA TUNING UNITS, PHASING

INNOVATIVE LOW COST ANTENNA SOLUTIONS

KINSTAR

AND MATCHING SYSTEMS AND MULTIPLEXERS

LOW PROFILE TECHNOLOGY

THREE TOWER AM 50kW DA 2
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEM
SEATTLE, WA

WEATHERPROOF 5kW
ALL- BAND ANTENNA
TUNING UNIT

Phone: (423) 878-3141

Fax: ( 423) 878-4224

KINSTAR ANTENNA FIELD TESTED TO
DEMONSTRATE 9r/d, EFFICIENCY COMPARED TO
QUARTER WAVE TOWER

COMET CAPACITORS AVAILABLE
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Email:ktlekintronic.com

Web Site: www.kintronic.com

New Fee Program
This is one in a series in which
Ibiquity Digital Corp. answers questions
about how to implement HD Radio, its
in-hand, on-channel digital audio broadcasting technology. Broadcast Marketing
Manager Stephen Wallace answers here.
Past answers are posted at www.rwonline.com under the tab " IBOC DAB."
Q: HD Radio technology was launched
to the consumer electronics industry this
year at CES, and Ibiquity expects partner
products on store shelves in 2003. What
were the results of the push for broadcaster acceptance?
A: The commitment of broadcasters gathered great momentum last year. One hundred thirty stations spanning 26 states and
more than 20 formats committed to begin
broadcasting digitally using HD Radio
technology. This broadcasting commitment exceeded our projections for the year.

•• • a.
•
•.•
•••••
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•••

••••

DIGITAL

Q: How does broadcaster adoption affect
consumer adoption?
A: Broadcast equipment manufacturers are
ready to meet the demands of broadcasters
seeking to implement HD Radio systems
in their stations. In response to high
demand, Ibiquity has outlined anew incentive program for 2003. Coupled with the
introduction of receivers in the marketplace, we expect that the consumer adoption will climb steadily over the next year.
Q: We hear that a new licensing incentive is in place. Why?
A: We feel that the new incentive will give
those broadcasters who were interested in
2002 another chance to take advantage of
the technology in 2003. This incentive
program will continue the momentum that
the initial broadcasters had begun.
Q: How is the 2003 incentive program
structured? How does abroadcaster take
advantage of the incentive?
A: The basics of the program and incentive are:
•The first 125 for-profit commercial
stations to enter into a station license
agreement after Feb. 1, 2003, will have
the fee for the lifetime audio license limited to $5,000.
•All non-commercial/non-profit stations that enter into a station license
agreement on or before June 30, 2003,
will have the fee for the lifetime audio
license waived completely.
•All incentives are contingent upon the
licensed station making its best commercial
effort to: (i) commence digital broadcasting
by June 30, 2003, and (ii) continue to transmit in digital until at least Dec. 31, 2004.
License inquiries should be directed to
Stephen Wallace (410) 872-1554 (
wallace@ibiquity.com) or Scott Stull (410)
872-1578 (
stun@ ibiquity.com).
Send your IBOC questions to
radioworld@imaspub.com.
Radio World welcomes other points of
view.
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Central
Continued from page I

what my local guys want and what we
have to do as agroup. There certainly
is an ` FIBC-ization' of new acquisitions. But there is some autonomy,"
he said.
HBC has abasic group plan in place
when it comes to buying gear, Stewart said.
"Three bids are needed, one of them
always from Harris. We receive rebates
and extended warranties from Harris if
we do a certain volume. We generally
go with the low bid, unless a special
package is involved."
Gary Kline, corporate director of
engineering for Cumulus Broadcasting,
said he's involved with nearly all of the
group's engineering expenditures.
"Our workforce is centralized and
our equipment is, too, giving us ahigher degree of efficiency. Certainly
through consolidation we have a lot
more to manage, but you have added
efficiency," Kline said.

gets but turning buying decisions over
to the good technical and operational
people."
Denny Sanders, managing director
for Telos Systems, said it depends on
the situation, but usually regional and
national engineering executives will listen to alocal engineer's preferences.
"I think local engineers still often
have the final say, subject to budget
considerations and other factors,"
Sanders said.
Kris Bobo, vice president of development at Comrex Corp., said, " We
have not changed our sales model to
this point. We like the traditional methods of selling. It is still very important
to get in front of the person who makes
buying decisions, that hasn't changed.
You still have to find the right people,"
she said.

NEWS
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NPR Hires Director
Of Diversity Management
WASHINGTON Are NPR's programs appropriately diverse? Is the NPR workplace itself inclusive?
The policies and practices of National Public Radio are closely watched by its
employees, critics and funders. Now, calling it asignificant management step, NPR has
created aposition called director of diversity management and appointed Walt Swanston
to the post. She will "shape diversity strategies in staff development" for NPR.
"Ms. Swanston will head aDiversity Initiative with the overall goal of ensuring
that NPR is an inclusive, productive workplace, so that NPR programming can
reflect and attract listeners from the increasingly diverse American population,"
NPR stated.
Swanston is aformer TV and print journalist and director of diversity, education
and international programs for the Radio and Television News Directors
Foundation. She is former executive director of UNITY: Journalists of Color.
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You simply

can't

run a group of a few
hundred stations the
same way you ran a
group of 24 stations.
— Jeff Littlejohn
Clear Channel

Ed McMahon is back on the air,
broadcasting his new show
"Livestyles Live" from the comfort of
his own home. Thanks to his Comrex
codec, the distinctive quality of Ed's
famous voice comes through --- even
when he's on the road.

The group's 260 stations have six regional
engineering managers who report directly to
Kline.
Engineer hiring decisions are Kline's
responsibility. However, managers in the
local market "must feel good about the
hire or we won't make it," he said.
The size of a radio group sometimes
dictates how functions are performed and
by whom. For example, Littlejohn said
Clear Channel has concentrated many
functions in-house rather than outsourcing. Nearly all of the group's FCC applications are now handled internally. The
group also recently appointed Scott
Quitadamo to market and manage all tower leases, holding the title "director of
vertical real estate."
-You simply can't run agroup of afew
hundred stations the same way you ran a
group of 24 stations," Littlejohn said.
The delicate balance of buyer and seller relationships, especially the issue of
direct buying, has generated alot of discussion in the industry.
Clear Channel recently announced a
"preferred vendor list" for its stations
(RW, Dec. 18). However, several equipment suppliers say the importance of
good relationships with local engineers
cannot be underestimated.
"Sometimes the local engineers
actually have more say because those
still in radio tend to be very good and
are more respected than maybe the
average engineer of the past," said
Dave Scott, president of Scott Studios
Corp. " Local managers are setting bud-

Expand your talent pool. Comrex ISDN or
POTS codecs can bring in the best voices and
the most compelling shows from around the world,
without the expense of having to bring the
people into your studios. .1
"Honey, we need to be in Paris tomorrow!
Pack the Comrex and w II do the show
from there!"
_ --- Ed McMahon

BLUEBOX

MATRIX
elextre- ,,e
111111

Rely on Comrex for your next broadcast.
And we'll give you the shirt off our back.

VECTOR

Mail us the warranty card from the purchase of your
next BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or Nexus. We'll send you
ahandsome Comrex shirt like the one Ed is wearing ( retail
value $651 FREE. Plus, we'll extend your warranty to two years.
How's that for reliability?

_ ____,
Apiguaninsiew

For adealer call

800-237-1776

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA
Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Email: info@comrex.com • www.comrex.com
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Farda
Continued from page 3

Also planned for broadcast are a
democratic and human rights roundtable; a review of Iranian politics and
news events; and a show targeted to
youth focusing on Iran culture. If the
United States were to go to war with
neighboring Iraq, Mower said, Radio
Farda would add more news and information to keep people in Iran informed
of developments.
To expose listeners to Western forms
of democracy, Mower said, Radio
Farda will air one- to two-minute features in which Iranians call into the
station to express their opinions.
The BBG plans to spend $ 8 million

on the first year of Radio Farda operation. "From a budget point of view,"
said Mower, "we did not ask Congress
for any more money for Radio Farda
— we simply took resources from
VOA and RFE/RL."
Start-up costs for Radio Sawa were
$35 million, which included one-time
capital expenses for a new mediumwave transmitter in Cyprus, FM systems in six locations and the office/studio complex in the Dubai Media
Center in the United Arab Emirates.
Though Radio Farda is modeled on
the jazzy format of Radio Sawa, which
also seeks to expose Middle Eastern
under- 30 listeners to U.S. policies,
culture and society, Mower said Radio
Farda is not taking a "one- size-fits- all
approach." Realizing that the station is
reaching educated listeners, many of
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whom are pro-democracy activists, the
service is trying to fill the need of
"people who desperately want news
and information."
The BBG could not yet say how
many people are listening. Mower said
survey research is a challenging task
in Iran because of the regime's repressive nature and the potential danger to
survey participants. Under Iranian law,
survey questions must be approved by
the government.
Pattiz said the BBG hopes to establish a research component to improve
programming, which will include surveys conducted in Iranian communities outside of Iran.
Radio Farda can be heard on the
Internet at www.radiofarda.com.
Michael Hedges contributed to this
story. e
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> AES/EBU or S/PDIF digital I/O
> Low noise mic input with 48v
phantom supply
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Parametric Equalizer
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take alook at AudioScience's
new ASI5111 audio adapter.
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analog and digital inputs and
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preamp with phantom power.
MRX Multi- Rate Mixing " is
included, so you can record,
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Pirate Sentenced
To Confinement
ORLANDO, Fla. A Florida Court
sentenced unlicensed broadcaster
Benjamin Leroy Carter to 18 months probation, four months of which will be
served as home confinement. Carter also
is required to perform 50 hours of community service. The case was prosecuted
by the U.S. Attorney's Office, Middle
District of Florida, Orlando Division.
The conviction stems from an FCC
investigation that began in early 1999.
The commission's Tampa office received
complaints from residents and broadcasters in the Orlando area of interference to
the reception of radio stations.
Carter pleaded guilty in November to
seven counts of unlicensed radio operation and agreed to forfeit all equipment
used in connection with the unlicensed
operation.
•

IEC Votes for
DRM Standard
GENEVA
The
International
Electrotechnical Committee voted in
favor of an international standard for the
Digital Radio Mondiale on-air system.
The IEC voted in favor of the DRM
standard for digital radio below 30 MHz,
slated for publication initially in English
and French.
DRM is a digital system for short-,
medium- and long-wave. The DRM technology differs from Eureka- 147, also
used abroad. DRM is for bands below 30
MHz and uses existing spectrum.
With DRM's commercial rollout drawing nearer, it will launch broadcasts
around the ITU's WRC 2003 event in
Geneva this June.
"This IEC standard opens the door to
the development of DRM products by
any manufacturer interested in providing
DRM-capable receivers to the marketplace in the future," said Michel
Penneroux, chairman of DRM's
Commercial Committee and head of AM
systems at DRM member TéléDiffusion
de France.
The ITU also has endorsed the DRM
system for all three broadcasting bands
below 30 MHz: shortwave, mediumwave/AM and long-wave.
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we even throw in the XLR
breakout cables.
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a breakthrough price, get the
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Other Business
News
Andrew Corp. signed a $500 million
deal to acquire Allen Telecom Inc.
Andrew will have about 7,000 employees
and pro forma annual revenues of $ 1.3 billion. The company said this establishes it
as "the preeminent global wireless infrastructure subsystems supplier." ...
Separately, antenna and tower manufacturer Dielectric Communications acquired
Brookstone Telecom of Temecula, Calif.,
which provides construction and maintenance services to the telecommunications
industry. Terms of the deal were not disclosed....
And SAS and Ward-Beck Systems are
working on ajoint product venture. The
first product will be an audio console, to
be shown at NAB2003, based on the
Ward-Beck R2K series.
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You're scanning the AM dial. Everything sounds harsh, blaid, weak. Then
you find it: an amazing sounding AM station. Loud, smooth, dynamic,
exciting. You glance at your radio to make sure you didn't switch bands.
This is AM?
Meet the first digital processor designed especially for AM stations who
want to breath fire. Omnia 4.5AM. We held nothing back—this is the
world's best AM processor. Of course it has all the latest bells and
whistles: advanced DSP chips, bright color display, Ethernet and modem
connections, PCMCIA expansion slots, anc powerful remote control
software. But the real breakthrough is the sound.
Or algorithm designers spent countless hours studying the great AM
stations, listening and learning. We found that the very best sounding
stations were using highly tuned, customized analog processors. Then
we set out to reproduce the best analog had to offe-. But because we
were working in an all digital environment, we had vastly improved
precision and flexibility than could ever be achieved in analog. The result
is, well, breathtaking.
Talk is clean and clear. Bumpers and ID's have more definition. Callers
p.mch through with force. And music jumps off the dial. Everything
sparkles. The stations who have tried the new Omnia won't give it back!
Some have even told us their coverage has improved.
Omnia for AM. Fire it up and you II know why Omnia is the hottest selling
radio processor in the world today. Scorch the competition.

0 2002 TLS Corporation. All rights reserved. Omnia, the Omnia logo and Telos are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation.
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NPR Looks to the West for Growth
A New Radio Facility Flourishes in a
City Where Movie Dreams Were Made
by Paul J. McLane
The president of National Public
Radio calls it "one of the most significant
developments in NPR's capacity to provide programming services to stations
and listeners in the past two decades."

Coast and Pacific Rim presence.
Managers wanted somewhere to produce live original programming. They
wanted to support "flagship" shows with
live inserts and co-hosts. They also wanted to make NPR news more inclusive,
with voices from anonEuro, non-East

accessible to guests and staff, preferably
in arelatively undeveloped "warehousestyle" space, in asafe neighborhood. The
search began during an overheated realestate market thanks to the dot- corn
boom and general business conditions.
As the economy slowed, more properties went on the market, prices and interest rates eased and more media facilities
became available, including the former
home of Digital Planet.com, owned by
the Welk Group, on Jefferson Blvd.
NPR liked the facility because it
already was equipped with office furnishings and amenities. It was convenient to
freeways, the airport and newsmakers.
Appointments
"It was attractive because it was built
in 2000 as afacility to do video events to
the network," said NPR Director of
Engineering Technology Bud Aiello.
"Very nicely appointed, with two TV studios and space for athird. ... It could be
reasonably and effectively repurposed."
The control rooms and studios
would be converted to radio use.
Existing "chat rooms" could be turned
into radio edit and production rooms.
Also in place were equipment and rack

He was talking about NPR
West, the organization's
25,000- square foot multimedia
production center at 9909
Jefferson Blvd.
in Culver City,
Calif. It opened
in November as
the organization's first big
production
facility outside
of Washington.
Now
the
home of 45
employees,
including the
Los
Angeles
news
bureau
and the staff of
"The Tavis Smiley Show," NPR West has
room for 90 people and provides abackup
facility for the network. More programs,
including one with aworking title of "The
Midday Show," will be produced here.
Overall, NPR produces and acquires
120 hours of programming weekly and
distributes to 727 stations, including 271
member organizations. It has 10 foreign
and domestic bureaus and 27 remote
offices. Of its 700 staffers, some 600
work in Washington.

Coast environment.
Another factor, according to Senior Engineer
Jan Andrews, was that
after the Y2K experience,
NPR liked the idea of having abackup
facility that was physically removed from
Washington. The terror attacks of Sept.
11, 2001, amplified that urgency, he said.
Southern California made sense.
Planners considered it the "heartland of
an evolving media-centric culture," and
liked its proximity to newsmakers.
In looking for a specific building, the
facility team needed to accommodate at
least 50 people and multiple studios. A
new home would need to handle asystem
of networked workstations to support the
'Media-centric culture'
news operation and production work.
This is not NPR's first presence in the
"Intake" facilities would need to support
locally originated and co-hosted shows.
Los Angeles area.
Edit- suite and desktop production capaAccording to a timeline provided by
NPR, it inherited California Public
bilities would mirror systems in place in
Radio's downtown bureau in the mid - Washington.
1980s. From 1986 to 1997 it used faciliAnd down the road, the planners thought,
the facility should also be able handle video
ties in West Los Angeles' Telaflora
Plaza, then used quarters on Wilshire
origination to generate content for
Blvd., also in West Los Angeles.
Webcasting and co-branded programming.
But under its "West Coast Initiative
NPR searched the Los Angeles area
2000:' NPR decided to enhance its West
beginning in 2000, looking for a home

woe

TRANSITION
TO DIGITAL
building on the property, now occupied by
atenant, which gives NPR another 15,000
square feet of room to grow.
Not that there wasn't some work to be
done to clean the place up. For one thing,
5-1/2 dump truck loads of cable had to be
removed. And once the engineers gave
their OKs on questions of noise, vibration and RF, the project began in ahurry.
It was "an incredible accomplishment
in the timeframe we had," Aiello said. The
budget was not nailed down until Feb. 28
of 2002. Only in May did the team learn
that the facility had to be functioning in
six months, in time for the elections.
Other members of the staff's technical
team were Supervising Project Engineer
Bill Heineman, Electronics Engineer
Dennis Byrnes and, at NPR West,
Electronics Engineer Calvin Ogawa and
Executive Producer J.J. Sutherland.
Studios
In the facility core are three studios
with associated control rooms. Studio A
is next to the lobby and has yet to be renovated. B and C are for onair and show
production. Five smaller Edit/Production
Suites are numbered Ito 5.
Next to Studio A is the Tech Center,
which serves as amaster control; it handles program/signal routing and oversight
of recording levels in the five suites.
The Dalet server room is across the
hall, home to the servers for digital audio

Photos, from upper left: View from Jefferson Blvd.; Studio B Hallway;
asmall Klotz control surface in Edit/Production 3; and above,
the Technical Center, ad2acent to Studio A
rooms, power distribution, overhead
cable tray, a 100 KVA uninterruptible
power supply system, generator transfer
switch, HVAC system, satellite dish
mounts and room for expansion. Oh, and
two sub-zero refrigerators.
All this saved NPR "tens of thousands of
dollars," Andrews said. A bonus is asecond

storage and delivery; behind that is the
Central Equipment Room, location of the
Klotz router, computers that run the consoles in the suites and Tech Center, RF
distribution, phone system switch, CAT5
routing, signal monitoring and backup
patch bays.
See NPR WEST, page 12

Your safe path to FM/I BOC transmission.
treme digital
from HARRIS

In-Band/On-Channel, the next wave of high quality FM radio, is on its way.
But there's no need for fear, because Z- HD IBOC transmit:ers from Harris give
you the industry's most cost-effective, secure and reliable migration path.

Drawing from Harris' unmatched experience in digital transmission the Z- HD uses proprietary pre-correction circuitry
that eliminates the need for costly bandpass filters and increases transmitter efficiency. Z- HD transmitters are
avai'able in all digital units or ahybrid version for common amplification of FM and IBOC signals.
Of course both versions have the same reliability and robustness you've come to expect from the forks who
make ZCD, the world's most popular FM transmitter. Plus, you enjoy much lower maintenance costs than with

Por more infcrynation. cal us at
1.800.622.0022 or click on
vvww.brcadcast.harns.com

tube transmitters and have the security of knowing that Harris' legendary quality and redundant architecture
will keep you on the air.
To learn more about Z-HD IBOC transmitters and other Harris extreme digital products, visit www.broadcast.harris.com.

www.broadcast.harris.com •

1.800.622.0022
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NPR West
Continued from page 10

Desks and offices for news and program staff form an L shape around the
studio core.
Central to the job was systems integrator TGS Inc. It was achallenge, Aiello
said, "getting all the equipment to TGS,
getting the design out of my head onto
paper for TOS."
Established in 1994, that company has
experience with other big facilities, having
designed and installed Voice of America's
1,300-workstation Dalet system.
The major systems were prebuilt at the
TGS factory in Chantilly, Va., west of
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The system uses off- the- shelf hardware customized for NPR.
"For all the nuances, Klotz has been
able to handle it — ( although) they've
pulled their hair out afew times."
Each control room appears on NPR's
routing switcher in Washington and can
be routed to the satellite for distribution
to the network. The five production
rooms serve multiple functions, so it was
not possible to design them for asimple
"jock-and-engineer" setup.
For one program, the room might be
staffed by a NABET union person;
while for the next program, a nonunion person performs audio editing of
a phone interview while a NABET
staffer controls levels down the hall in
the Tech Center.

ments such as raised floating floors in
two studios and isolation cuts in the slab
around the smaller rooms.
Dalet Digital Media Systems provided
anetwork of its v5.1 digital audio work-

The facility is wired with fiber, with
multipair cable for backup. Most cabling
and patchbays seen in photos of the facility are backups.
The cost of NPR West is $ 13 million,
not including staff time and labor. Of
that, $8million went to buy the property
from the Welk Group Inc., which holds
the family interests of the late entertainer
Lawrence Welk. The rest went to equip
the facility.
NPR borrowed $ 11 million from a
California tax-exempt bond issue and a
commercial loan. It received $6 million
in foundation pledges, including money
for ongoing operations, spokeswoman
Jenny Lawhorn said.
Funders include the David and Lucile
Packard, James Irvine, William and Flora
Hewlett and Ahmanson Foundations;
also the Ford, Joseph Drown and Roth
Family Foundations.
It was anear thing to have the facility
operational in time for the elections.
"The last 2 percent of the work takes
40 percent of the time:' Aiello said with
a smile. But in the end, the technical
team had the facility ready for the big
Nov. 2launch.
"It was close," Aiello said. Andrews
agreed: "All good races have a photo
finish."

r
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Vendor List

Here are major product vendors chosen for the
NPR West facility.
Associated Press - Electronic News
Production System
Champion Solutions Group Inc. - Servers and
Mass Storage Integration
Dalet Digital Media Systems (55) Desktop v5.1 Digital Audio
Workstations and ( 13) Studio v5.1 Digital
Audio Workstations
Klotz Digital America - ( 8) Vadis D.C. II Digital
Audio Consoles and Digital Routing Switcher
Networking Concepts Inc. - Network
Integration and Cisco Hardware
Studio bau:ton - Architects
Studio Technology Inc. - Studio Furniture
TGS Inc. - Systems Integrators
Among the specific products used:
ADC - Patch bays
Audio Technologies Inc. - ( 12) DDA II2-XLR
AES Distribution Amplifiers
Denecke Inc. - Large timer displays
Denon Electronics - ( 12) DN-M991R MiniDisc

Clockwise from top left: Broadcast Recording Technician Carlos Ascencio, in window, works in Control Room C, looking
into Studio C; racks in the Equipment Room hold gear including Klotz Vadis frames, Musicam USA codecs and backup
patching; Broadcast Recording Technician Theo Mondle works in the Technical Center; Studio C Waiting Area

Recorders, ( 18) DN-C680 CD Players
Genelec - (8) 103 IA Monitor Speakers
IBM - Servers and mass storage
Industrial PC Computing - Studio workstation

Washington; the control and production
rooms, the consoles and interwiring were in
operation before being shipped to
California. Aiello said the integrator did an
"outstanding job" under Vice President of
Engineering Willy Halla.
Another key vendor was Klotz Digital
America. NPR chose acustom configuration of its Vadis AudioMedia platformbased audio mixing and distribution
system, with 24- channel surfaces in
Control Rooms B and C plus the
Technical Center, and fourchannel surfaces in the five editing suites.
Sophisticated audio sharing, IFB, EQ and
dynamics are part of the package.
Klotz personnel came to Chantilly and
worked for three weeks on the project.
"We had done a smaller Klotz install
here, and it did what it was supposed to
do," Aiello said. For NPR West, he said,
"We wrote arather intensive spec."

stations, including 55 user workstations
on desktops; 13 technical workstations in
the control rooms, Tech Center and edit
suites; five IBM Eclass servers; and
fiber-channel interconnection with dedicated 100Base-T networking. Files can
be exchanged with Washington in nearreal-time.
Klotz and Dalet have U.S. offices, but
both companies are headquartered
abroad. Aiello said NPR has no concerns
about using international vendors.
"The world has gotten smaller, thanks
Production
to e-mail, 800 numbers and U.S. staffing.
Other uses of the DS3 bandwidth
We've used Dalet (gear) for eight years,
include telcom, corporate IT, audio,
audio-as-data and sharing of production
Studer for 30."
NPR West's two main audio servers
audio files. NPR has dialup ISDN in
place should the DS3 service fail; aC- hold about 5 TB of linear audio. "We're
very close to making the linear transition
band satellite uplink for emergency origihere (at NPR in Washington):' Aiello said.
nation and bacichaul is planned.
"It was a DayOne goal" to go linear,
Meanwhile, the architectural work at
the site included acoustical improve - rather than compressed, at NPR West.

Another headache was bi-coastal hosting, which required that countdown timing information be shared by Washington
and California. The transport of that
information presented a unique challenge, Aiello said.
The team solved it using Musicam
USA Prima codecs equipped with timecode transport hardware and fed via the
DS3 connection NPR has established
between headquarters and Culver City.

computers
Leitch Inc. - Timers and clocks
Mackie Designs Inc. - ( 10) HR824 Studio
Monitor Speakers
Masterclock Inc. - Time reference and small
timer displays
Motorola/General Instruments - TV headend
and distribution hardware
Musicam USA - ( 18) Prima LT Plus Codecs
Neumann/USA - (25) U87 Ai Microphones
Panasonic USA — Large-screen video displays
Polycom Inc. - Video conferencing
Raritan Computer - KVM routers and extenders
Samsung Electronics - PC monitor displàys
Siemens - Telephone system
Sony - ( 23) PCM-R500 DAT Recorders; AN
equipment
TASCAM - ( 15) CD-RW200 CD Recorders
Telos Systems - ( 18) Telos One Hybrids, (9)
Telos Zephyr Xstream Codecs
Wohler Technologies - Small monitor systems

1

Instant gratification.
Immediacy is the nature of radio. Remotes, special broadcasts, breaking news... all must be delivered on time, on demand, with no excuses — and r.o delay.

Pots only?

That's where LowDelay MPEC MC comes in. It is the absolute stateof-the-art in coding technolog,v, maintaining studio-quality audio
while shrinking delay by as much as 70% compared to Layer 3. And
Zephyr )(stream is the first broadcast codec to offer it.

You can't always get ISDN at your remote. The
neuZephyr X?ort connects uordinary analog
(POTS) phone lines in the meld and connects
wilt pur ii.ephyr Xstream back at the studio.

Zephyr )(stream has what is takes to make remotes smooth and

Rcck-solid connection reliability built-in mixer
and tronitor. sweetening by ( mnia. Ethernet for

troublefree — like complete Web-based remote control and agraphic

aconvenient audio connection to your laptop,
and more. 1pdating your Zephyr Xstream to
mod( with Xport is asimple é
and free) software
urdate. And an ISDN option :mutes that you're

user interface so simple and intuitive even an intern can use it. Portable models include afourinput stereo mixer with smooth. effective
DSP audio processing by °mina and easy to use local + inkminus

ready fOr anything on your remotes.

BPrinbtalireautIto guiltily takes
POTS.rda•peli,rmance to anew !art

monitoring atpability. The Ethernet port prepares you for 11)-1r,bed
connections.

cA

With thousands of Zephyrs installed around the world, you can count
on your new Zephyr Xstream to be The Best Way To Hear From There.
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In the Land Before Time Sales
Broadcast Advertising Has a Fascinating and
Influential History Despite Its 80+ Years
by Skip Pizzi
We all tend to think of advertising
as intrinsic to the territory of broadcasting, but in fact, it came as an afterthought, and evolved from a fringe
concept into the mainstream through a
strange and interesting path.
Early radio services were all noncommercial, and existed largely to
provide public service or information.
Some broadcasts promoted the interests or public profile of the station
owner and operator, or were simply
the avocations of well-off hobbyists;
but there was no trade in the field. The
business of radio had not yet developed, and it was anything but a revenue generating operation in its early
years.
Early efforts
Broadcast historians disagree over
exactly when and where this began to
change, and where the first radio
advertisement was broadcast. In fact, it
seems to have occurred nearly simultaneously over a wide range of stations,
sometime around 1920.
Lee de Forest's station 2XG in New
York City is cited as one bf the earliest
to undertake a barter arrangement in
which a record store or a phonograph
vendor would donate records for airplay, for which it would receive an onair mention. Another example was
8XK near Pittsburgh, where announcer
Frank Conrad frequently credited a
music store.
Similar references are made to aSan
Jose, Calif., station ( SJN), according to
broadcast historian Elizabeth McLeod.
Another historian, Donna Halper,
reports that a more direct form of
advertising took place at KFC in
Seattle and WGI in Medford, Mass., in
1922, in which cash was accepted for
the broadcast of promotional messages.
But as McLeod points out, this was
mere dabbling with the concept, and it
wasn't until late in 1922 that this
changed.
Historians converge on the belief that
AT&T turned the concept of broadcast

advertising into areal business.
Already well- established as a
telecommunications provider, the company had been experimenting with
radio broadcasting since 1919. In
1922, AT&T launched astation in New
York City with the expressed purpose
of being exclusively intended for the
broadcast of content provided by external parties who would pay for the airtime used. In fact, the company
announced this with some fanfare, and
with the clear intention of the station

In July 1922,

brought to you by ..." was coined. The
long-winded announcer script was
replaced by shorter mentions of the
advertiser's name throughout the program, but, strangely, there was still a
restraint against a hard- sell approach.
The sponsor's name was mentioned,
but there was never any description of
the business or its products, and no call
to action on the part of the listener.
Nevertheless, there was a gradual
increase in the number of companies
availing themselves of the service in
New York City, including most of the
city's department stores, along with
some oil companies, clothing manufacturers and others.

AT&T began to market

its concept of 'toll broadcasting.'

being only the first of many it would
launch with such a full-time advertising business model.
In July 1922, AT&T signed on
WBAY in New York City and began to
market its concept of "toll broadcasting." Propagation difficulties caused the
company to move its transmitter across
town, and the station was re- launched
as WEAF the following month.
The business started slowly, with early
ads taking the form of long- form
announcements in which the sell was carefully, almost surreptitiously, woven into
what sounded like anews story or feature.
Over the next year, WEAF gradually
refined its approach, realizing that "all
ads, all the time" concept wasn't successful. Many in the radio environment, including AT&T itself, were
unsure that the toll broadcasting concept was viable.
Eventually, though, WEAF settled
on the idea of selling sponsorships for
popular entertainment programs, and
thus the phrase " this program is

Throughout the 1920s, this trend continued on WEAF and elsewhere, despite
AT&T's unsuccessful claims toward
exclusivity on the "toll broadcasting"
concept. (The company tried for awhile
to limit the licensing of its Western
Electric subsidiary's patents on radio
transmission equipment to stations that
would not use the transmitters to broadcast advertising content, but soon abandoned this attempt.) Meanwhile, the
print media railed against the trend during this period, self-righteously decrying
the inappropriate use of the public airwaves, but in fact they worried about
new competition for their established
advertising business.
In 1926, AT&T sold WEAF and its
other broadcast properties to RCA,
ultimately resulting in the creation of
NBC. The new network extended the
business model of advertiser- supported
broadcasting to a wider scope,
although some restraint was still in
effect. A policy of daytime-only hardsell remained throughout the 1920s

(giving rise to "soap operas," the daytime radio dramas generally sponsored
by detergent makers and other products
appealing to the homemakers of the
day), while evening programs — the
prime time of the day — retained a
softer, sponsorship style. But by the
decade's end, this self-imposed restriction also fell away, and full-time
advertising became the norm.
Many other stations across the country were by now also experimenting
with the concept of radio advertising,
some going fairly obnoxious extremes
as the decade came to aclose.
The die is cast
During the late 1920s, public pressure
moved the federal government to examine the nascent business of radio advertising, in an attempt to determine whether
the public interest was truly being served.
Some broadcasters eschewed the commercial approach and maintained apure
public-service model, but more and more
were adding advertising. But in 1928, the
Federal Radio Commission, predecessor
to the FCC, concluded that radio could
not exist as a viable enterprise without
such support, thereby perpetuating the
commercial business model in American
broadcasting.
In his compelling and exhaustive .1993
book, "Telecommunications, Mass Media
& Democracy," historian Robert
McChesney points to the FRC's General
Order 40 of November 1928 as the edict
that cast the fate of American broadcasting in that direction.
By this act, the FRC reallocated the
AM band, which by that time had
become clogged with stations, creating
untenable interference in many areas.
To solve the interference problem, the
commission weeded out the band,
deciding which stations would continue and which would shut down. As it
turned out, the vast majority of the stations that remained were commercial,
and thus the FRC acted as a filter that
resulted in American radio being an
almost purely commercially supported
industry.
Decades later, the FCC attempted to
redress this move by allocating aportion
of the new FM band strictly for noncommercial uses (88.1 to 91.9 MHz), but by
then the tradition of commercial broadcasting — both radio and television —
had been established as a robust enterprise. The rest, as they say, is history.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. e
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Avoid This Green on St. Patty's
by John Bisset
Here are two Web sites you'll find useful.
The first, contributed by Sid
Schweiger, MIS manager for Entercom
in Boston, is the FCC's current inspection
checklist.
The
site
is
www.fcc.gov/eb/bc-chkIsts.
If you are achief, it's not abad idea to
review this checklist just to make sure
everything is in order: Are you acontract
engineer? Here's away to generate additional revenue among your clients. Offer
to do a " mock" inspection, using this
checklist, to expose any glaring errors or
omissions. A $ 10,000 fine will get the
GM's attention, and it seems such fines
are being handed out left and right lately.
* * *

Harold Hallikainen offers the most
recent FCC broadcast self- inspection
report, along with hyperlinks to the cited
rules.
Go to www.hallikainen.d2g.com/FCC/
FccRules. Scroll down to Part 73 and follow the appropriate links.
Note that within the report, you should
not follow the links in the table of contents; they will lead you to the FCC version, which does not have links to the cited rules.
Harold's efforts are appreciated,
because you can tie arule to each potential violation.

** *

* * *
Do you manage your station's tower
sites to bring in additional revenue from
your "vertical real estate"? Being asite
manager can bring its own difficulties.
Fig. 1shows what happens when contractors are allowed to run their lines
unsupervised. In this case, the lines were
run on the outside of the tower, obliterating the red and white tower paint with
coax "black."
* * *

Fig. 1: There's tower paint
in there — somewhere.

ed parts introduce resistance, which causes heating and, eventually, failure.

powered by a small wall- wart supply
or any external DC supply. All relays
are diode-protected.
To access any relay is as simple as
punching down the wires to the appropriate connection on the block. The positive
supply voltage is applied only to any pin
at row 50. To activate any relay. each

Got wandering meter readings?
Especially for stations not using
Delta's TCA RF ammeters, the old
thermocouples need good tight connections. Actually, that's good engineering
practice for just about anything. As
you can see in Fig. 2, there are alot of
connections to keep tight in an AM
coupling unit.
Don't let your connections get "green"
with corrosion, whether they are on the
meter or on RF connections inside the
phasor or coupling unit. For that matter,
even in an AM or FM transmitter, corrod-

Fig. 2: Don't let connections get green with corrosion, whether
on a meter or on RF connections in the phasor or coupling unit.
From our "why didn't Ithink of that"
department comes a really great idea
from Norm Laramee.
Norm is the cluster CE for the Cox
stations in Tulsa, OK. Over his nearly 30year career, Norm has designed and built
his share of unique problem- solving
devices.
One item, created about 10 years
ago, is the " Relay Thing." It's a standard Siemon " 66" terminal block.
Hidden underneath the block and
wired to the terminals are 14 DPDT
sealed relays. All of the contacts are
rated at 5A. Norm builds these in 5, 12
and 24 VDC versions. They can be

relay coil connection is taken to the power supply ground.
The neat things about this product are
its obvious simplicity and the fact that it
is in a package ("66" block) that is in
common use at most broadcast facilities.
It's easy to re-program; making changes
is as simple as removing and punching
down new connections.
Applications include audio and control
switching, relay logic for security systems, switching multiple devices at once
(ganging relay coils), remote control status or control functions, speaker muting,
device switching ( skimmer or on- air
See WORKBENCH, page 16

Digitally Diverse

amega_FM - $ 5880

COMPREHENSIVE PROCESSING FOR FM, WITH AN INDEPENDENT
AES/EBU OUTPUT THAT CAN FEED A DAB EXCITER AT THE SAME TIME.
Dmega_FM is a100%-digital, software-based design. New Rev2 software offers abuilt-in
scheduler for dayparting, plus advanced AGC logic, afourth section of parametric Ell, harmonic
bass enhancement and composite output filtering.
While Omega_FM's composite/MPX output feeds your existing FM exciter, the fully
independent AES/EBU digital output can be configured for flat, 20kHz response
with programmable delay. This allows asingle processing chain to impart a
common 'sonic signature' to simultaneous FM and DAB transmissions. The
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inherent audio quality limitations of FM ( 15kHz cutoff, plus pre-emphasis and its
attendant ' protection' limiting) will not compromise the digital broadcast.
Despite its modest price, Omega_FM challenges the versatility and performance of
any processor on the market Even if you are delighted with what you're using now,
see your preferred equipment supplier for acomparison demo at your station.

Processing doesn't get any better than this.
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Wind-up Grundig Is Affordable
by Charles Fitch
in the last year or two, it seems, all
sorts of events — floods, surprise tornadoes, fires of biblical proportions, critical
cable failures and the like — have disrupted normal communications systems
even more than usual. Radio broadcasting and EAS have been called upon more
than ever before to ameliorate these disasters by getting out needed information.
Radio comes through once again when
power outages, system clogging or point
failures take communications systems out
of action.
To have access to information and to
protect our families and ourselves, each
of us should have abasic and sensitive
battery- powered portable nearby, ready
for use.
In 2002, we reviewed the Rolls Royce
of survival radios, the FreePlay Plus or
FP+, which could be operated from its own
internal windup generator or photocells and
from apotpourri of external DC sources.
Surprisingly, acontender for replacing
the FP+, a similar but far more costeffective radio, has been introduced by
one of the world's most familiar names in
short-wave receivers, Grundig. It is the
model FR200.

extension cord and LEDs on the FP+.
The FR- 200 light is removable, but
this is primarily for bulb maintenance as
the "leash" is only about 6inches.
The speaker on the FR-200 is smaller
as well, but it produces intelligible audio
in the voice range at room level (albeit a
small room like aden).

antennas for FM and SW. Neither has an
external antenna input. Once again, as in
the FP+, the FR-200 had a stereo headphone jack but mono audio.
The FR- 200 has two important features over the FP+. Grundig has provided
aspiffy, outrageous, over-the-top, camouflaged carrying case with shoulder strap,

More Info
The radio reviewed here was
bought from The Good Guys in
Washington State, which shipped for
free: www.goodguys.corn
Information on the Grundig FR- 200
is located at:
www.grundigradio.com
Information on the FreePlay Plus is
located at:
www.freeplay.net
Charles Fitch's original FreePlay Plus
review is located at www.rwonline.com/
reference-room/product_evaluation/
afreeplet):shunl

The Grundig wind-up radio weighs little more than a pound.
Nearby me here in Avon, Conn., is
Marlin Broadcasting's WTMI(AM).
Even I, aggressive and attentive consulting engineer to Marlin, was surprised
with how good that AM station sounded
on the FR-200 speaker. A version of the
"1812 Overture" with achoir was dramatic and lyrical.
The speaker's audio contouring
appears to be downstream from the headphone jack; on headset, the audio is full
and robust, with surprisingly low distortion, especially on FM.

Wind it up
Made in China — as are most of
Grundig's and everyone else's small,
thoughtful portables — it has a windup
power source as well.
The FR-200 is different from the FP+
in that it has adynamo. Crank the handle
in either direction and you make DC to
charge the three onboard NiCad batteries.
The manufacturer suggests 90 seconds at
Tuning
two rotations per second, for a total of
Both radios cover essentially the same
about 180 winds, to produce 45 minutes
bands: AM, FM and two shortwave, up to
of operation.
about 22 MHz. The FR- 200 has interestNo onboard photocells are included.
ing two-knob concentric tuning. The outBut unlike the FP+, the FR-200 has room
side knob is coarse, the inside is for finefor three AAs if one wants to use stantuning.
dard batteries. An input jack allows any
Tuning on my radio was spongy, and I
suitable external DC source to be
kept feeling like Iwas tuning by the staaccessed.
tion, such that you compensate by tuning
The FR-200 is about onefifth of the
weight of the FP+, weighing in at Ilb. 1 to the oncoming edge of the signal and
then it would "drop in" and come in clear.
oz. as measured on my postal scale; but
Sensitivity for such acost-effective radio
everything else is smaller as well. A
smaller, front-panel, fixed light using a was impressive, but selectivity was bad.
Both the FP+ and the FR 200 have
regular bulb is provided as opposed to the
internal ferrite bars for AM and pull-out
detachable flood lamp with six foot

ostensibly for the outdoor person/survivalist. Two, the FR-200 has awonderful, feature rich price at $39.99.
The FR- 200 at first was sold through
the usual specialty stores, but last year
Radio Shack has announced that it would
be acatalog/store item at the same price

(part number 20-231).
What agreat, fun radio at about athird
of the price of the FP+. It is useful for
outdoor and casual activities but also
serves as that ultimate, neverfail radio in
real disasters.
On the zero to four McLane Whip
Antenna Review Scale, Igive it 2.8
whips. The FP+ earned 3.3.
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is a registered professional consultant engineer,
member of the AFCCE, senior member of
the SBE, lifetime CPBE, licensed electrical contractor, station owner and former
director of engineering of WTIC(TV) in
Hartford, Conn., and WHSH(TV) in
Marlborough, Mass.
Reach
him
via
e-mail
to
fitchpe@attbi.com.
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ny until Icame across the old recorder in
my garage. Within the same week, Radio
World's Dale Tucker passed on a Web
site for the company. A regular newsletter
is on hiatus, but back copies can be found
Continued from page 15
at www.thevoiceofmusic.com. Click on
lights), or automation cue relays for satelnewsletters.
lite- or automation-originated programs.
Gary Stork maintains this site, and
The list of uses is endless.
also keeps alarge stock of parts, manuThe Relay Thing costs $225. If you've
als, and bulletins. If you are looking to
priced relays recently, you'll agree this is
keep your VM products running, this is
agood buy. Inquiries can be e- mailed to
the place.
support@diproservices.com.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
* * *
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703)
If you started a radio station in your
323-8011.
bedroom like Idid as a teen, you may
Submissions for this column are
have invested in aVoice of Music reel-toreel machine. The model Ihad included a encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertibuilt-in PA amplifier tied to the speaker. fication credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
It was great for remotes.
I'd almost forgotten about this compajbisset@harris.com.
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•Switchab e fixed Mic and Line level outputs and inputs
make module or audio system gain setting simple
•Combination precision oscillator, visual meter with monitor
speaker: PT-AMG2
•Precision oscillator: PT-ASG1
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USA 800 281-2683
INTL 805 684-5415
EUR 31 20-6238-983
http://rdlnet.com

•Benchtop performance, 9V portability
•Rugged construction with test leads and bench
stands included, carrying case optional
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Up for aQuick Game of Tlachtli?
Come, children, and sit as Grandpa
Lampen continues his story of wire,
which we began to tell in September and
discussed most recently in the Jan. 15
issue.
There was a breakthrough in 1839
that, many years later, would dramatically affect the wire and cable business.
That breakthrough was " vegetable
leather."
At least that's what it was named by
its inventor, Charles Goodyear. In 1834,
he visited a rubber company in Boston.
They were in the process of accepting
back all the rubber products they had
made during the previous years: boots,
hats and raincoats. In hot weather, they
had all turned to stinky goo, and the company was near bankruptcy.
For five years, Goodyear experimented with combining various powders and other compounds with rubber
to make it stable at all temperatures.
After hundreds of experiments, he
added sulphur and heated the mixture
by steam under pressure. This created
stable, dry, non-melting rubber, eventually named vulcanized rubber.
All the while, he was in and out of
prison for debt. Six of his 12 children
died, and he and his family were starving and penniless most of the time. He
died in 1860, still in debt, having
invented vulcanized rubber. The company was named only in his honor, and
was not owned or controlled by the
family.
You can read the whole story at
www.goodyearcomkorporate/strange.ht
ml, which reprints a 1950s Reader's
Digest article on this topic.
The next thread of our story begins in
MARKET

1520, when Hernan Cortez and his happy
band of Spanish Conquistadors arrived in
the Aztec capital, Tenochtitlan, known
today as Mexico City.
The Aztec culture was at its height and
must have been astonishing to the
Spanish invaders. One of the things that
amazed them was agame called tlachtli.
It was much like basketball. A ball was
put through stone hoops, 8 to 10 feet
high, located at the ends of acourt. You
can still visit these courts throughout
Mexico and Central America, built by the
Aztec, Maya and Olmec cultures.

There were a
few small differences
between tlachtli and
basketball, including
beheadings.
There were acouple of minor differences between tlachtli and basketball.
First, the players couldn't use their
hands. So making even asingle "basket"
was incredibly difficult and won the
game.
Second, the losers were beheaded. I'm
sure this last difference made these
games especially exciting, as the
Conquistadors were into blood in abig
way. But in their excitement, they really
didn't notice one unusual thing: the ball.
It was about the size of amodern soccer ball and weighed around five pounds;
some weighed as much as 15 pounds. But
the unusual thing was that it bounced. It
was made of cured rubber.
In 1496, Columbus brought back a

PLACE

Andrew Has Mini Hangers
Miniature Click-On hangers from Andrew are useful for the installation of small
Heliax coaxial cables and braided cable runs used in microwave and telecom applications. The company says the new hangers eliminate the need for cable ties in such
uses.
Cables are held in place by gripping ribs that line the hanger. Each hanger can
accommodate two runs of cable, and the hangers are stackable up to three deep for a
total of six cable runs per stack.
For information contact the company in Illinois at (800) 255-1479 or visit
www.andrew.com.

rubber ball on one of his trips, and whole
teams of players later were transported to
amuse Charles V, King of Spain. These
rubber balls maintained their shape and
did not melt into apile of goo during hot
weather, which is pretty much the normal
weather in Central America.
Time problem
Fast-forward to 1996, to aclassroom
at MIT in Cambridge, Mass. A student
named Michael Tarkanian was taking an
elective class on living anthropology
from Associate Professor Dorothy
Hosler. The professor was talking about
the Aztec civilization, including the
game, tlachtli, that used a rubber ball.
Tarkanian, achemical engineering major,
interrupted to say that a rubber ball in
1500 was impossible because the "vulcanizing" process wasn't invented until
1839 by Charles Goodyear.
The Mayans, Aztecs or Olmecs didn't
know what sulphur was, nor did they
have pressurized steam vessels to cure
the rubber. Therefore, said Tarkanian, it
was impossible for anyone in 1500 to
have cured "vulcanized" rubber.
Hosler challenged Tarkanian, and they
settled the matter by having him change his
major to materials science and engineering
and leading ateam to Central America to
find out if, indeed, the ancient culture that
lived there could make cured rubber.
They started by sampling ancient rubber balls recently excavated from a
swamp in Veracruz, Mexico. Sure
enough, they were cured rubber, latex
mixed with sulphur. But how did they do
it? And did that knowledge survive to
this day? Now how would you go about
finding this out? Tarkanian did this in an
amazingly simple, but effective way.
He walked into the jungle and asked a
native walking by if he knew how to make
stable cured rubber. No problem, said the
native, and proceeded to show the team
how: take uncured rubber from arubber

tree (latex), add in the juice of the morning glory vine (which contains alot of sulphur) and do it on avery hot day.
What comes out is indeed vulcanized
rubber.
In fact, further excavations have
revealed cured rubber objects as old as
1600 BC. It should be pointed out that
both the rubber plant and the morning
glory vine were considered sacred plants
by these cultures, so mixing them together may have been a lucky mistake — in
1600 BC. Perhaps the fact that the morning glory is hallucinogenic was acontributing factor.
Tarkanian became of the few undergraduates to co-write apaper for Science
magazine. You can read the "the story of
rubber" at www.psrc.usm.edu/macrog/
exp/rubber/aepisode/tlachtli.htm.
Rubber is used to insulate wire. Few
plastics are as rugged. Despite the mixing
and the curing, ahot and smelly process,
rubber-insulated wire and rubber-jacketed cables continue to be made.
There is only one real problem with
rubber: it comes from Central America.
We cannot grow rubber trees here in the
United States. As we will see, this
became amajor problem and, except for
a bit of luck, could have been a major
blow to us in World War I.
In the first column of this series I
talked about how the " battery" was
invented in 200 BC and later lost. Here,
yet again, another invention was discovered and lost, if only for 339 years.
What if we had not lost this knowledge?
For that matter, what knowledge is slipping
through our fingers today? Sometimes
inventions come from basic necessity, such
as measuring the size of awire.
How do you measure a wire? Where
do you start? Tune in next time for another amazing story in the history of wire
and cable.
Previous articles in this series are
available under the Wired for Sound tab
at www.rwonline.com.
Steve Lampen's book, " The AudioVideo Cable Installers Pocket Guide" is
published by McGraw-Hill. Reach him at
shlampen@aol.com.

Simple • Effective • Reliable
Con/Air Switcher
eliminates delay from headphone monitor
monitor audio can be individually tailored
immediate warning on air signal failure
air signal is not altered in any way
optional rack mount panel available

model cas

by Steve Lampen
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Telephone Announcement System
digital message storage - no moving parts
variable outgoing message format
inactive or detective line indicator
resettable incoming call counter
temperature in Fahrenheit or Celcius
battery backed AC synchronized clock

model tas- I

WIRED

Radio World

FEATURES

low cost system - no leased equipment

Message Board Controller
converts status inputs to LED display data
15 prioritized logic-level signaling inputs
momentary or maintained signal inputs
fully programmable display with graphics
pre-programmed "starter" messages
multiple displays from one controller
(display device shown not included)

innovative soturtions

model mbc- I
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OP Sine Systems..

nashville. tennessee • 615 228.3500 voice • 615.227.2393 tax- on- demand • www.sinesystems corn
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Ken Martin, W9MR, of ERI did an
excellent job sending the parts Ineeded
via next-day shipments. Andrew provided
new 3 inch Heliax cable that came by
truck. This gave me, and others, time to
work on the damaged antenna parts so that
concrete could be poured for the replaceaone-day visit by the tower crew would
ment base pier. New guy line anchors were
finish the repair.
poured as well even though the original
The time to make repairs took aweek
anchors looked just fine. The ground system
or more in both cases. To keep the stahad to be rebuilt around the base of the towtions on the air, Iretuned a single-bay
er because of the construction damage.
After all was said and done, the new
circularly polarized low- power FM
antenna and fed it with RG-8A/U cable.
base pier was smaller than the original.
At one station, the antenna was at 200
The station would not have been able to
feet and was fed with 300 watts of power
insure the tower unless this was all done.
from the transmitter IPA stage. The cover,
-‘11, the miracles of the world we live in.
age was about 15 miles in all directions.
Costly repairs
The other one was at about 300 feet and
was driven by 400 watts of power. The
In the summer of 2002, there were
lightning strikes at two of the facilities I coverage there was about 20 miles.
In both cases, the building penetration
take care of. They were 30 miles apart
was not good, but it was better than nothing.
and amonth apart.
Mark Persons, WOMH, is certified by
In each case, there was major damage to
the FM antennas and the transmission lines
the Society of Broadcast Engineers as a
Professional Broadcast Engineer with
that feed them. Each of these $40,000
more than 30 years' experience. His Web
repairs involved removing the antennas
site is www.mwpersons.com.
and transmission lines from the tower.

Summer Storms Take Their Toll
by Mark Persons

The weather the past two summers has
had devastating effects on my clients in
Minnesota.
On June 13, 2001, a tornado brushed
the south side of Brainerd. It took down a
180-foot tower, one of three towers in the
KLIZ(AM) night antenna system. KLIZ,
a part of Kommerstadt Broadcasting,
runs 5kW day non-directional and 5,000
watts night directional on 1380 kHz. The
falling tower clipped aguy line on a380foot tower in the same array.
This line was second from the top. The
tower had abow in it until atower crew
could arrive. It took abrave climber to snag

the end of the broken guy cable so that it
could be connected to, reattached and tensioned correctly. Two of the antenna coupling
network buildings were tipped over as well.
The station operated under a Special
Temporary Authorization with one-quarter of normal power on the night nondirectional until anew tower could be put
up and the directional array adjusted.
This proved to be more difficult than it
sounded originally. There was no documentation on the concrete base pier on
which the original 180-foot tower stood.
The entire "tower system" had to be engineered from the ground up for that tower.
That meant the original concrete pier had
to be dug up and disposed of before new

MARKET

PLACE

TeleLink Expands
With Spread-Spectrum

EF components show damage from summer storms

Energy-Onix Broadcast Equipment Co. is expanding the capabilities of its TeleLink line.
The company, which has approximately 20 terminals in the field, says the product has peaked
"definite interest" among clients. President Bernie Wise said the TeleLink, initially launched as
an Internet STL system, now also can be operated on an intranet via aspread-spectrum link
where astation has line-of-sight to the destination — useful for remote pickup operations.
When so configured, each terminal contains atransceiver that permits the operator to
achieve aT-1 connection between studio and transmitter sites. This approach involves no
monthly service charge.
"One advantage is that it is aduplex system," Wise said. "Since the transmitter site is normally at avery high elevation, it is possible to extend the service area for remote pickup by
sending the remote signal to the transmitter site and this program is then returned to the studio
for production, processing etc.
"It can be fed back with afull 22 kHz response using the spread-spectrum terminals that
have been installed at the TeleLink ends. We are using this system at adistance of 10 to 15
miles, but by investigating the data, we find that it should be possible to go as far as 40 to 50
miles." Spread-spectrum hardware adds about $ 1,250 to the cost of aterminal.
Wise said, "There does exist alimitation to using spread spectrum in industrial areas
where there is extensive use at 2.4 GHz. There is another portion of the spectrum at 5.8 GHz
that is available for spread spectrum, but the equipment for this frequency range is extremely
expensive!'
However, he said, the cost of 5.8 GHz gear is expected to drop. If so, Energy-Onix
will add that option.
Also available is aremote control system that can be used with TeleLink. The user at
the studio can operate eight relays at the transmitter site and receive five analog meter
readings back.
"We are also investigating the techniques for utilizing very narrow bandwidth to serve as a
monitoring vehicle for satellite retrieval systems that have very narrow uplink capacity but
have quite adequate down-link capacity," Wise said.
For information contact the company in New York at (518) 758-1690 or visit wwwenergy-onix.com.

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before... You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

Esel.„ A
t
krz
twww.belar.com

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

TeleLink Operation Screen

The New

TM

MASTER
II
CONTROL
XV
Three more reasons to
make the switch!

Internet Voice Tracking

Living Log

Use top talent from across
town or around the world.

No more copying log out and
into the studio. All schedule
changes are immediate.

11:1111=313711
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24 Hour Support
The average RCS support call s
answered by areal human being in 12.5
seconds.* If you have aquestion, we've
got the answer no matter what time.

d.

-

*From nternal document (7/1/2001- 6/30/2002)
based on more than 27,0010 calls.

See the difference, hear the difference, get the best!

MIMI

1/1/1111111111/11

.
Sound Software

Master Control is Selector® smart.
For live- assist, automatior, satellite,
Internet and remote broadcasting.

Call, click or email now:
914-428-4600
info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.comihowitworks
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Don't buy another

console until you
see us at NAB.
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www.sosaudio.com
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Patent Claims Surprise Wei:wasters
The Impact on Radio Is Unclear, But One
Streamer Says It Could Be Costly to Stations
by Craig Johnston
The letter to Michael Roe began in a
manner reminiscent of the "Greetings From
Your President" military draft notices from
the 1960s.
"Congratulations on the success of

radioio. We appreciate your efforts to legitimately bring music and videos to the online
community while respecting the intellectual
property rights of artists, composers and
publishers."
The letter Roe had received from Acacia
Media Technology Corp. in late January

Salespeople Foresee
Better Months Ahead
By Lyssa Graham
Laissez les bons temps rouler, say the
Cajun residents of the Big Easy — asentiment echoed by Radio Advertising
Bureau President and CEO Gary Fries
during his address at the RAB 2003 convention in New Orleans.
According to Fries, the good times are
rolling for radio advertising. During his
address, he predicted a6- to 8- percent
increase in radio advertising revenue for this
year, going so far to as to say that the industry is capable of exceeding those numbers.
Fries said the current environment is
the "healthiest" he has ever seen, and
emphasized radio's unique ability to
address advertisers needs as they arise.
"Radio's time has come," Fries said, "We
are right now one of the leading media and
this is agreat time to be in this business?'
Fries' comments were based in part on
fourth-quarter revenues, which he said
were up by 1Ipercent compared to the
same period ayear before.
"Fourth quarter was where it happened," he said. "The most important part

of that is that we're going into ' 03 with a
strong, strong foundation."
Other media also reported revenue
increases at the tail end of 2002, with
both Gannett Co. and Tribune Co. reporting increased advertising revenue for the
quarter.
In February, Gannett Chairman,
President and CEO Douglas H.
McCorkindale attributed increases in TV
advertising revenue to late-year political
ads and a "continued favorable advertising environment" for television.
While revenues did increase in other
media, radio made abetter showing than
many, according to figures from RAB.
According to convention attendee Tom
English, the director of sales for Clear
Channel in Mobile/Pensacola, those revenue increases come from arelative lack
of competition from other media.
"In all of our other primary media,
there are difficulties that we are not seeing in radio with new diversity
challenges — and Imean diversity of
competition, not diversity in employees.

informed him that the company owns certain
patents "covering the transmission and
receipt of digital audio and video content via
various means."
It invites the recipient to enter into a
licensing agreement with Acacia. Roe, operator of top-rated Internet station radioio, was
incensed.
'Legal extortion'
It is legal extortion," he said. "When
someone says to you, 'You need to pay me
for this, and yeah, you could fight it, but it
would probably just be cheaper to just pay
me,' that's legal extortion:'
Roe issued apress release and posted the
Acacia documents on radioio's Web site.
The story was picked up immediately by
trade and general press.
Acacia's Vice President of Business
Development and General Counsel Robert

Berman said Roe and others are free to go to
the press as they like, but that the patents are
valid and enforceable.
"Our research has indicated, and has been
confirmed by others, that these are in fact the
pioneering patents in the industry for the
transmission and receipt of digital audio and
digital video content."
At least one Internet radio operator, Radio
Free Virgin, agrees with Berman. After
researching the situation, RFV signed
Acacia's standard license agreement that
calls for royalty payments of 0.75 percent of
gross revenues from music Webcasting
operations. (Music-on-demand Webcasters
are charged aroyalty of 1.5 percent)
An Internet radio station grossing
$250,000 a year that chose to license
Acacia's patent would have an annual bill of
$1,875. A music-on-demand operator would
pay twice that amount.
Acacia's is not the first such patent
infringement notification RFV has received.
"We get barraged by requests for
See PATENT, page 26

BROADCAST TOOLS

"Rack Ables"
SILENCE MONITOR DI

..nre or

4. 4

.4 . 4

SS 8.1 II

.4 . 4

RA- 1with 1P-IIFiller Panel

See RAB 2003, page 22

The upgraded SS 2.1 / TERM Ill 8( BNC Ill switcher/routers are improved with new
front panel switches. They may be used as adesktop device, and are equipped with
mounting holes for wall mount installation or may be installed on the new RA- 1
"Rack- Able" 1RU mounting shelf.
The new "Rack- Able" SS 4.1 III switcher replaces the popular SS 3.1 while addling a
forth stereo input channel and front panel control. We've kept the best of the SS 3.1
features and added afew more.
The new Silence Monitor Ill improves on the features of the original SSM, with
front- panel control, removable screw terminals, " Plug 8( Play" installation, builtin program switcher, restore timing delay, aural alarm and relays for most remote
functions. Now rackablel
The new SS 8.1 II switcher replaces the popular 6x1 with the addition of two more
stereo input channels and GPI, while keeping the price the same! The SS 8.1 II may
be desktop, wall mounted or installed on the new "Rack- Able" mounting shelf.
The new RA- 1 ( 1- RU rack shelf) provides mounting for three tri rack or two half rack " Rack- Able" configured products. The RA- 1is pre- drilled for flush and recessed
product mounting. The RA- 1is furnished with filler panels and mounting hardware.

The Most Influential Women in Radio presented a panel on professional and
personal growth. From left: Joan Gerberding, president, Nassau Media
Partners; Mary Bennett, executive vice president, marketing, RAB; Kim
Guthrie, vice president/general manager, Cox Radio, Long Island, N.Y.; and
Cindy Weiner Schloss, regional vice president/Clear Channel/New Mexico.

tools
www.broadcasttools.com

Look for additional
"Rack-Able"products soon.
639 Sunset Park Drive • Suite 101
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 USA
(360) 854-9559 • FAX: ( 360) 854-9479
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That's really the biggest difference."
While newspapers face competition
from the Internet and television continues
to see competition from satellite, radio
has no really strong competitors in the
marketplace, he said.
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GM JOURNAL
and management to attend the conference
without incurring additional travel costs.
That "convergence" model is one the
RAB will continue to follow for future
conferences. Hyde said the 2004 conference is planned for the Adams Mark
Hotel in Dallas and will coincide with
several group management meetings.
"That was the site of the 2001 conference, which had our second- highest
attendance," Hyde said.

JANUARY WINNERS: RADIOIOECLECTIC, MUSICMATCH

Arbitron MeasureCast ratings show that the top Internet radio stations in
1 January were radioioEclectic, MusicMatch ArtistMatch and Virgin Radio.
,

Arbitron said adult alternative channel radioioEclectic, heard only on the
Net, enjoyed 1.3 million hours of total time spent listening. Top network:
MusicMatch, with 5.44 million hours of total time spent listening.
StreamAudio and Warp Radio ranked second and third.

Top 10 Internet Radio Networks (January 2003)
TTSL

CUME

I

MUSICMATCH

5,441,003

1,290,302

2

StreamAudio

4,236,623

418,552

3

Warp Radio

2,727,654

305,978

4

Moontaxi

2,213,001

226,321

5

StreamGuys

2,166,512

391,016

6

SurferNETWORK

1,876,669

98,563

7

Virgin Radio

1,805,619

228,938

8

Internet Radio Inc.

1,504,435

526.409

9

Radio Free Virgin

1,498,671

115,596

10

Clear Channel Worldwide

1,494.550

254,370

Rank

Company

RAB said attendance was nearly 1,700, its third-largest show.
"When you look at the opportunities to
enjoy concentration of force, radio is the
place to be," he said.
Thom Hager, director of sales for
Apex Broadcasting in Port Charles, La.,
sees an upswing for radio advertising.
"We're going to see the radio market
grow and grow," he said. "In asoft economy, radio is poised for greatness. It's
like acoiled spring ready to explode."
Hager said he feels the challenge is in
training salespeople to explain changes in
advertising to potential clients and overcome objections raised by those unfamiliar with the industry.

One notable difference at this year's
conference, according to Hyde, was the
lack of movement between training sessions and panels.
"Not only were people motivated to go
to sessions," he said, "but nobody seemed
to leave."
Hyde said the RAB promises attendees, " You come, you learn, you make
money:' and this year's crop of attendees
seemed to take that promise literally.
"Clearly. they came to learn," he said.
Hyde said that for those who missed
the conference, copies of the sessions are
available on audiotape, CD or MP3

Arbitrons MeasureCast Top 20
1
1Rank
Station
I radioioEclectic
(Internet-only)
2 MUSICMATCH
ArtistMatch
(Internet-only)
3 Virgin Radio/I215
AM & 105.8 FM
(London, UK)
4 JazzFM/102.2 FM
&100.4 FM
(London)
5 WQXR-FM/96.3
(New York)
6 MUSICMATCH
Top Hits
(Internet-only)
7 KPLU-FM/88.5
(Tacoma)
I 8 Beethoven.com
(Internet-only)
9 KING-FM/98.1
(Seattle)
I() K-LOVE Radio
(Sacramento)
11

Bill Stakelin, president of Regent Communications and member
of the RAB board of directors, stands with the Kevin B. Sweeney
Award, presented in honor of his dedication and leadership.
"The best- trained people become the
best-paid employees," he said.
More than 1,600 people attended the
New Orleans conference, ajump of at least
15 percent over last year. according to RAB
Executive VP/Training George Hyde. He
said the 2003 event was the thirdlargest in
the 23-year conference history.
"It was great," he said, " It was
exhausting but it was great."
He said the high number of attendees
was due in part to the fact that the conference was timed to coincide with group
manager meetings held in New Orleans
around the same time.
He said Clear Channel, Entercom and
Susquehana held their own group meetings at the same time or just prior to the
RAB conference, enabling top performers

through the RAB member services
department for a"nominal" fee.
According to' Hyde, educational
opportunities will continue throughout
the year with sessions planned for the
NAB spring show in Las Vegas and the
Radio Show in the fall in Philadelphia.
"We'll be bringing in some new ideas
and exploring some of the topics that
seemed to be in demand at the RAB conference," Hyde said.
Despite a sluggish economy and the
looming threat of war, Hyde said the overall mood of the RAB show was positive.
"You can't ignore the fact that our industry economy is better now than it has been
for awhile," he said. It's "upbeat news:'
Lyssa Graham is afree-lance writer
based in Galveston, Texas.

MUSICMATCH
Artist On Demand
(Internetonly)
12 KNAC.C:OM
(Internetonly)
(3 3WK
Under groundradio
(Internet-only)
14 WXPN(FM)/88.5
(Philadelphia)
15 Virgin Radio
Classic Rock
(Internetonly)
16 BlueGrass Country
(Internet-only)
17 MUSICMATCH
Soft Hits
(Internetonly)
18 MUSICMATCH
Country Hits
(Internet-only)
19 The Tom Joyner
Mornin gShow
(Dallas)
20 Moontaxi Top 40
and New Releases
(Internet-only)

Format
Adult
Alternative
Misc.

URL
Owner/Network
RAD1010/ioMediaPartners www.radioio.com
Inc./LimeLight Networks
www.musicmatch.com
MUSICMATCH

Hot AC

Virgin Radio New Media

Jazz
Classical

rrst.
(ATH)
Cume
(in hours) Persons
1,308,720
196,355
1,290,320

467,283

www.virginradio.co.uk

1,210,684

157,001

Guardian Media Group

www.jazzfm.com

1.026.071

92,177

New York Times

wv.w.w qxr.com

994.230

101,489

www.musicmatch.com

709,328

341,334

557,944.

65,707

CHR/Top 40 MUSICMATCH
Jazz

Pacific Lutheran University www.kplu.org

Classical

Beethoven.com

www.beethoven.com

524,356

54,028

Classical

Classic Radio Inc. Real
Broadcast Networks
Educational Media
Foundation

www.kin g.or g

449,366

47.289

www.klove.com

427,892

59,804

MUSICMATCH

www.musicmatch.com

401,662

144,199

Pure Rock

KNAC.COM

www.knac.com

399.794

61.160

Alternative
Rock

3WK

www.3wk.com

371.945

93,576

Adult Album University of Pennsylvania/ www.xpn.org
Alternative StreamGuys
Classic Rock Virgin Radio New Media www.virginradioxo.uk

346,806

20,566

331.133

45.669

301,560

47.975

Soft Hits

American Univ./Warp Radio www.blue grasscountry.
org_
www.musicmatch.com
MUSICMATCH

279.379

51,392

Country

MUSICMATCH

www.musicmatch.com

240.518

57.391

News/Talk

ABC Radio Networks

www.nms.com

208.954

22.023

vvww.moontaxi.com

197,873

49,016

Contemp.
Christian
Music
Misc.

Country

CHR/Top 40 Moontaxi

Notes:
TTSL (
Total Time Spent Listening), sometimes referred to as Aggregate Tuning Hours (ATH),
is the total number of hours tuned to a given station or network in the reported time period.
Cume Persons is an estimate of the total number of unique listeners who had one or more
listening sessions lasting five minutes or longer during the reported time period. This estimate
is derived using an algorithm that takes into account unique media player GUIDs, unique IP
addresses and other variables during the reported time period.
In November 2002, Arbitron acquired a license to MeasureCast's streaming measurement
technology and related assets. Some channels that had been reported by Arbitron before the
acquisition may not appear in the current Arbitron's MeasureCast Ratings. Arbitron is working
on reporting some of these properties and hopes to include them in the future.
Clear Channel Worldwide may not include complete data due to achange in content delivery
network ( CDN).
Estimates for Virgin Radio, Radio Free Virgin and Internet
Radio Inc. may not include complete data due to server
communication issues.

.
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iMediaLogger
(i-mede-d-â 1C)' g3r) definition: The most complete, affordable, and
easy-to-use automated audio recording solution available.
With today's ever increasing workload you have to do more with less and that's
why having amultipurpose tool like iMediaLogger is key. Using asingle computer
workstation, iMediaLogger frees you from the costly maintenance of conventional
and outdated equipment used for logging, recording, and skimming including reel
to reel, DAT, and VCR recorders.
Used in hundreds of stations including all of the top 10 markets, this awardwinning product allows you to:
•Simultaneously record up to 12 stereo or mono audio sources or streams
•Multiple compression formats
•MP2, MP3, Windows Media Audio, Real Audio, PCM, and ADPCM
•Access your recordings anytime, from anywhere using its built in web browser
interface
•Schedule time or closure based recordings
•Remotely configure and manage your iMediaLogger system
The next time you need to log, skim, or record, save yourself - and your station plenty of time, money and headaches. With iMediaLogger, you will never have to
change atape again.
Winner of the NAB 2000
Ftadlo World Cool Stuff Award

N
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See us at NAB 2003 - Las Vegas, NV - Booth #2937

To learn more about iMediaLogger,
visit www.omt.net or call 1-888-665-0501

It's one thing to be ca:
...it's another to actually
dress the part.

B

SW's Senior Sales
Rep, John Lynch

knows alot about
broadcast gear. And he
REALLY knows alot
about audio codees. So
much so, we refer to him
as the " Codee King".
Hundreds, if
not thousands of

BSW Exclusive - Free Comrex
Gear Bag with Codee Purchase!
The affordable Comrex BlueBox combines ahigh speed modem
with adigital audio codee to produce high-quality 15 kHz audio from
astandard dial-up line. You also get acellular hands-free interface
to send high-quality audio over wireless services. Features: one
mic/line switchable input, one headphone output and one line level
output on XLR; a - 10 dbu tape input allows connection to aminidisc
or DAT player; internal peak limiter; data Port allows connection to
GSM phones; cellphone jack. Free remote bag while supplies last.
BLUEBOX

List 2,800w Call For Price

broadcasters around

álleklifiriMW
18010111UMMA\

the country have
purchased their codee
from " The King". For
Order direct from "The King" John Lynch by calling him
direct at 800-231-7058 or emailing him at
JohnL@.bswusa.com

that John would like
to say one word...
`thankyouverymuch'.

When you call John for advice on remote broadcast gear you can
be sure he knows what he is talking about. As the voice of the
Unlimited Light Hydroplane Racing Association (at least he was
until they saw this picture), John has extensive broadcasting
experience. Like you, John Lynch knows how the right gear
makes the remote broadcast "uneventful" when it comes to
technical issues.

State-of-the-Art ISDN codee
Zephyr Xstream MPX is Telos' ISDN transceiver with the
utility of adigital four-channel stereo mixer, all in arugged,
portable chassis. Transmit and receive 20 kHz stereo audio to
and from asingle location over asingle ISDN line ( or two mono
channels to and from separate locations). The full-featured stereo
mixer offers 4mic/line switchable inputs ( main mixer stage feeds
codee directly); selectable AGC/limiter processing presets and
built-in 48-volt phantom power for two mie inputs. Features:
G.722, G.711 and MPEG Layer-III and Layer-II coding for
compatibility; MPEG 4AAC coding for CD-quality audio; MPEG
4AAC-LD coding for high audio quality with low delay; 10Base-T
Ethernet port allows remote control and streaming of MP3-coded
audio over aLAN, WAN or the Internet.
XSTREAMMXP

Along with Tom, Laz, John McDonald, Shannon, Gary, Ryan,
Paul and Steve, John Lynch is another reason why BSW really
is your best source for professional audio
-our friendly folks know how to take
care of you whether you need acodee or
acomplete studio full of gear.
Call us today.

B ROADCAST S UPPLY

W ORLDWIDE

Actually the real
'King' at BSW is
our beloved CEO,
Iry Law. At 83 years
young, we think
you'll agree with us
that Iry is not humor
impaired.

List 4,8555°41

Call For Price

Hafler Monitor
Amazing Price!
This is probably the best
speaker value on the planet. The
Hafler M-5 is apassive reference
monitor utilizing an elaborate
crossover network and tweeter
overload protection. The result is
acompact package offering high
power handling and unmatched
sound quality for the price.
Features: 1" tweeter, 5.25"
woofer; magnetically shielded;
power handling 20 to 200 watts.
Priced as each.
M-5
List 124 5°

9900

Hafler

Lied the "Codee King"
Achieve 15 kHz Audio
over Telephone Lines

7717,illtif

The Tieline Patriot (#TLF100) is alow cost
15 kHz POTS codee featuring high stability
modem technology, and remote control
facilities. Features: low 100 ms delay;
mobile telephone connectivity - cellphone
mini jack; mic/line switchable XLR
input; stereo RCA input summed to
mono; balanced XLR output; headphone
jack; bi-directional data transfer; line
quality visual display; remote controllable
from the studio; intelligent gain control.
TLF100

List 2,595°°
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MD421ii with FREE Shockmount
-Exclusively From BSW

FREE
Shockmount

Lowest Priced Codec Plus ISDN and POTS

•

List 2,295°°

•

MD4211I

299 95

List 485°°

1711-SENNIHEIZER

•
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The AEQ Swing's built-in digital
telephone hybrid has the ability to
connect to an analog line simultaneously
with the ISDN connection. This makes it
ideal for any broadcast that requires a
back-up connection; or to do aremote
transmission where ISDN lines are
not available. The built-in mixer has three mie
inputs and two headphone outputs. Features: digital
hybrid has afrequency extender and echo cancellation
capabilities; automatic elimination of send signal on the
return feed; UPS battery backup up to 30 minutes in
case the power goes out.
SWING

This renowned dynamic broadcast
microphone offers warm reproduction of lows
and outstanding high-end with afrequency
response of 30 Hz to 17 kHz. Besides the very
rugged Sennheiser construction, the MD421II
features afive-position bass roll-off switch and
cardioid pickup pattern. BSW also includes the
MZS421 suspension shock mount and stand
clamp free with your purchase. Order today.
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"Plan B" Continuous Backup Programming

@AEQ

Call For Price

The Danagger Plan B Silence
Eliminator protects your station from
losses due to unplanned outages and
equipment failures by providing an
alternate source of continuous backup
programming. In other words, it's a
great way to combat dead air...analog
or digital. The Plan B's built-in CD
drive plays all regular CD/-R/W discs,
and even MP3-encoded CDs in avariety
of playback modes, for the flexibility

to choose asound that's right for any format.
Your listeners won't even know the difference.
The integrated voice remote control system
automatically reports to station personnel
when there's aproblem, wherever they are.
The Plan B and external equipment can be
easily monitored and controlled by telephone.
PLANB
List 1,995°°
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State-of- the-Art ISDN codec

MUSKAM USA

The new Musicam Prima LT Plus ISDN codee includes four
oversize VU meters, intelligent headphone monitoring, room
for three ISDN or other digital interfaces, SMPTE Time Code
and full programmability — all in an easytooperate package.
With MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer II, MPEG Layer III
and G.722, Prima LT Plus gives you ISDN connectivity at bit
rates ranging from 56 to 384 kb/s. Independent Mono mode
allows you to send two independent mono audio programs to any
combination of six locations. Much more. Call for details.
LPT103

C

List 4,995°° Call For Price

DENON

"Must-Have"
Audio Tester

Headphone/
Monitor Splitter

The Behringer CT100 tester
accepts XLR, mono and TRS
phone ( 1/4", 1/8", TT), RCA and
MIDI. It indicates shorts and
opens, as well acontinuity check
and phantom power presence. A
test tone generator ( 1kHz and
440 Hz) is also included.

Galaxy's new Jackinthe-Box
Splitter is a4-way splitter. It
splits asingle monitor feed to as
many as four monitors, or splits a
single headphone feed to multiple
headphones. Balanced 1/4" TRS
inputs and outputs provide
maximum isolation.

The popular Sony MDR7506 headphones delivers a
surprisingly wide frequency
range (5Hz to 30 kHz) in a
comfortable, sealed ear format
providing isolation from external
sound. It includes aminiplug
connector with 1/4" screwon
adaptor. Order today.

CT100

JIBS

7506

39 99

35

00

GA1/41110

Sony Headphones

9900

SONY-

BSW offers package pricing • Let us save you money on your next quote

Digital Output Turntable
The DPDJ151 is Denon's first direct drive digital turntable.
It features high start-up torque; coaxial digital output; phono
analog output; key adjust maintains the key as the pitch is
changed; antiskate and height adjustments; 3platter speeds;
pitch range of ± 12%; switchable line level or phono output;
and 3way electronic brake effect — normal/medium/slow.
DPDJ151
List 499°°

299 0°

800 • 426 • 8434 or online @ www.bswusa.com
Broadcast Supply
Worldwide.
Your Best Source
for Professional
Audio Products.
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Patent

Robert A. Berman
Senior V.P. Business Development
and General Counsel
Telephone (949) 480-8333
Fax (949) 480-8301
Email: rberman Oacactiares.com

ACACIA

MEDIA
TECHNOLOGIES
CORPORATION

Continued from page 21

payment for things that we generally find to
be totally unworthy of even aphone call,"
said Zack Zalon, RFV general manager. "To
date, over three years, we've never once had
asituation where we believed that we were
infringing on anyone's patent, until now."
Roe believes Zalon made abusiness decision — that it would be cheaper to pay the
license royalties than to fight in court. He
said he believes their thinking went: "Hey,
we're big and we need to make some sort of
agreement about it:'
He thinks both radioio and RFV were targeted because of their high profiles in the
Arbitron Measurecast ratings, and because
Acacia didn't think they had the means or will
for fight it. What if AOL Time Warner, for
instance, were served with the same request?
"What they'd do is drag them into court
and fight it. It would drag on for years, or at
least ayear or more, and Acacia would go
away?' he said.

Via Federal Express

January 28, 2003

Mr. Michael Roe
ioMedia Pamters. Inc.
4905 Belfort Road
Suite 145
Jacksonville, FL 32256
Dear Mr. Roc:
Congratulations on the success of radioio. We appreciate your efforts to legitimately
bring music and videos to the online community while respecting the intellectual property
rights of artists, composers, and publishers.
Acacia is apublicly traded company that develops and acquires patented technologies for
licensing. We own aportfolio of five U.S. and seventeen International Patents covering
the transmission and receipt of digital audio and video content via various means,
including the Internet. We call the technology covered by these patents "DMT" or
Digital Music Transmission technology. Our engineers and lawyers have reviewed the
streaming services made available at the radioio.com website, and have determined that
these activities are covered by our DMT Patents.

Pay attention

We have entered into Licensing Agreements with several companies that stream digital
audio and video content over the Internet, including Radio Free Virgin. We have also

But Roe suggests the big players take
notice.
"Clear Channel needs to take notice of
what's going on, because if (Acacia is) able
to successfully press this claim against us,
they certainly will use that, or they will
attempt to leverage that to get aclaim against
Clear Channel or anyone who's using the
Internet to transmit digital audio or video?'
Brian Parson, Clear Channel Interactive's
director of technology, told Radio World that
the company had not received asimilar
notice from Acacia.
Roe also raises the question of whether
the technology providers, RealNetworks or
Microsoft among them, should be the targets
of the patent infringement action.
"If Acacia has apatent on the method of,
or the process of transmitting audio or video
over the Internet, then that's aclaim that they
should take up with those entities?'
Berman said this is not the way patent

law works.
"Just because you get aproduct from a
third party such as Microsoft or Real or
Concurrent or anybody else, doesn't necessarily mean that your using that product in
certain ways won't infringe on intellectual
property rights owned by others?' he said.
"Under the patent law, the user of the technology is liable?'
Internet radio stations that have their
streaming done by aservice bureau should
not think they are absolved of the patent royalty obligation.
"The bottom line is that the Webcaster
radio station is benefiting from the use of our
technology, and under the law you cannot
use somebody's intellectual property without
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• MORE!

YOU PRESENT THEM
TO CLIENTS....

THE MESSAGES.

Something New to Sell Every Month!
HOLIDAYS • SEASONAL EVENTS • FRESH IDEAS!
RETAIL SALES BOOSTERS • SAFETY CAMPAIGNS
GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Toll -free 1-888 -472 -2388
Sound Ideas for Building Business."'

ATTENTION
PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to
Radio VVorldt readers.
Reach Radio Station and Recording
Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message.
For information on
affordable advertising

at 1-703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

call Simone

:30- and : 60- second features
FREE DEMOS' SALES TIP«
www.gracehroadcast.com

SPACE
AVAILABLE
Call Simone For Details
1-703-998-7600 ext. 15.1

Patent Details
The U.S. Patent Office issued Patent
No. 5,132,992 to Greenwich Information
Technologies in 1992 for its Digital
Media Transmission technology.
Greenwich was acquired by Acacia
Media Technologies Corp. in 2001.
Overall, Acacia's DMT patent
describes an audio and/or video transmission and receiving system with specific
features allowing the user to control the
access and playback operations of the
selected material.
Filed in 1991, the patent states: "At the
present time, only a video cassette
recorder (VCR) or alaser disk player
(LDP) allow aviewer to enjoy control
over selection of particular audio/video
material. Using either aVCR or an LDP
requires the viewer to obtain avideotape
either by rental or by purchase. Remote
acces.sing of the material has not yet been
integrated into an efficient system?'
The DMT patent covered that "efficient
system." According to the patent, different
types of audio and/or video media material are given aunique identifier The media
material is then formatted into apredetermined format, compressed, stored and
transmitted to aremote location.
Once the compressed media material
is received at the remote location, it is
stored, decompressed and played back by
the user. Playback controls in the reception system allow the user to fast forward, rewind, stop or pause the playback
of the media material.
"We are not willing to make abroad
statement that every radio station that
streams is necessarily covered by our
patents," said Robert Berman, Acacia
vice president of business development
and general counsel.
"Before contacting aWebcaster, we
have our engineers look at what it is the
company is doing, and we make adetermination of whether they're utilizing our
technology or not?'
In addition to its existing 137 U.S.
patents claims, the company has hundreds
of additional claims pending in continuation patent applications currently being
examined by the U.S. Patent Office.

alicense?' said Berman.
He said that when an Internet radio station licenses the technology, it automatically
covers their third-party suppliers.
Zalon said that in licensing Acacia's
patents, RFV gained access to some additional technology.
"We found things in their patent that we
currently are not utilizing, but may utilize in
the future?'
"In addition to our existing patents,"
said Berman, "we currently have hundreds of other claims pending in front of
the patent office that we are confident
will be upheld. So our coverage is only
going to get better over time."
He said these later patents will be
grandfathered into license agreements
signed earlier.
When can other Web streamers expect
to hear from Acacia?
"We don't have aparticular schedule,"
unteer their services,- he said, who are
said Berman " We've already been in
willing to take his case for free.
touch with and we've sent mailings out to
"They see that if we lose, that it affects
several different Webcasters with markettheir big paying clients."
ing materials and copies of our draft
Acacia has also targeted adult enterlicense agreement."
tainment video Web streamers for payAcacia shouldn't expect radioio and
ment of patent royalties. The company
Michael Roe to go quietly.
has recently filed patent infringement
"We had three extremely high-profile
suits against some who have ignored or
attorneys and law firms in the realm of
patent and intellectual property law vol- rebuffed ther claim. 3
STATION

SERVICES

AccuWeather, Sharp Tout Wireless Service
Calling the wireless market an "ideal distribution channel," AccuWeather.com is
out with agraphical weather service for Palm OS and PocketPC users, in conjunction
with Sharp Electronics.
The SharpMotionART service provides graphical weather presentation for handheld users. The new version of the AccuWeathencom Mobile service will be available
for 160 cities and can be downloaded from the Web site listed below.
The service gives the user access to parameters like current conditions in achosen
city, four-day forecasts for acity, Weather Almanac data and atravel map showing
regional conditions.
AccuWeather calls the service a "vast improvement" over those now available for
Palm OS and PocketPC users. "Slow download times are no longer aproblem," the
company said.
Plans are in the works to expand the partnership to other devices, Sharp and
AccuWeather said.
Info: wit.w.acciiireathercom/shaiphinfinde.v.asp.
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Steve Jones was selected as VP GM
of Radio for ABC News. Jones will
oversee domestic and international
news, sports and information coverage
for the five ABC radio networks.
Basil Murrain was promoted to VP
of marketing and promotion at
American Urban Radio Networks.
Sandy Capell will oversee Clear
Channel's seven- station New Orleans
radio cluster as director of sales.
Arbitron has promoted Stacie de
Armas to director of Hispanic
Marketing Services. She was senior

Radio World
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account manager with Arbitron's
Advertising/Agency Services.
South Jersey Radio let go GM
Dick Taylor, who worked there for
two years.
Emmis Publishing appointed
Richard Hunt president and publisher
of its new Emmis Books Division.
Sandy Johnston is working for the
Radio Advertising Bureau as director
of the Dallas- based Radio Training
Academy, which offers sales and management courses.
Dielectric named Warren Bottorff
regional sales manager for the western
states. Bottorff has worked at
SpectraSite as director of sales and at
Harris.
Mackie Designs named Ken
Berger as senior VP of marketing.
Most recently, Berger was the founder

and CEO of Pro Sound Web, an online
community for pro audio, lighting and
entertainment technologies.
Peter Kehoe has returned to
Euphonix as director of sales eastern
region. He had worked at Euphonix
before in the regional and sales management area.
Scott Robbins rejoined Crown
International to serve as the VP of
sales.
Joel Motel is back with BSS Audio
as eastern region sales manager.
Francisco Montero has left Shaw
Pittman and joined the law firm of
Fletcher Heald & Hildreth where he
will continue his practice in media and
communications law.
The New York State Broadcasters
Association initiated an internship
program with New York University for

college broadcast and journalism students. The NYSBA/NYN Media
Internship Program will provide an
internship experience for students to
"cover the Capitol" in Albany.
Students will be recruited from broadcast and journalism programs on college campuses around New York State.
The program will be based at the
New York Network, the State
University's television production ánd
transmission facility. The students will
earn college credit from daily assignments to research, shoot, write and
edit coverage of events at the Capitol.
Tell us about your job change or
new hire. Send news and photos via email to radioworld@imaspub.com or
mail to Radio World People News,
P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA
22041. e
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ci T.V. Transmitters

PRI Fellowship
Program Underway

UNS TO SWITCH TO OMB

Public Radio International has created the PR! Fellows Program. The
initiative is an effort to cultivate
minority journalists and increase the
diversity of perspectives and voices in
public radio. PR! Fellows' responsibilities include the creation of content for
local and national broadcast.
Participants are also asked to identify ideas, stories and people from communities of color who are relatively
new to public radio.
Jacquie Gales Webb began her
Fellows experience last summer at
WAMU(FM) in Washington, developing arts and culture programming for
PRI's Studio 360 and for local station
programming.
The PRI Fellows Program is funded
in part by the Ford Foundation. The
program awards a yearlong fellowship
to an African American, an Asian
American and aHispanic.

Technology
Quality
Service
Price
Spare parts
Available stock
Experience
Technical specifications
...and t

RAB Expanding

many more.

Sales Training
Academy
The RAB is expanding its sales and
management training at advanced levels. Based in Dallas, the RAB Radio
Training Academy provides on- site
training and sales marketing skills to
give salespeople the means to accelerate their progress and build a foundation for long-term success in radio
sales.
In response to demand from the
industry, the academy will provide
more training directed at diverse levels
of sales and management, expanding
its courses for seasoned professionals
as well as courses aimed at those who
are new to the business.
For more information from the
Radio Advertising Bureau go to
www.rab.com.
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All OMB equipment is synthesized and broadband.
Available in powers from 20 W. up to 20 KW.

http://www.omb.com
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"Now YOU
have the
power"

At less than a quarter of the size, weight
and price of its rivals, the DSP Xis aclear
winner.
The revolutionary DSP Xis the first
broadcast processor to allow users to write
their own DSP assembly code plug- ins.

The BVV DSP Xis anew generation of digital
audio signal processor that can be used for

The parallel architecture of the DSP X
alleviates some of the problems that

FM, AM,TV, DAB and internet broadcasting.

plague other DSP processors especially
system latency ( audio delay).

Designed in 2002 from the ground up, the
DSP Xuses the latest multiband DSP
technology to bring the user atruly versatile
and professional processor.

The easy to use front panel control system
and LED metering display, afford the user
with unprecedented ease of use and
setup.
no-

3:-«•

INTRODUCTORY
PRICE

1500

o

osPX

INCLUDES MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE

• 18 24- bit DSP's providing over 1GIGAmips
of processing power
• Digital and analogue inputs
• User creatable DSP plug- ins
• Intelligent, adaptive bass and brightness plug- ins
• User definable crossovers/bands
• Wide and multi band AGC'S with intelligent gating

• Supersonic sample rate stereo encoder
with anti aliased composite clipper
• Back panel and rackroom (front- panel)
rs232 control
• Ethernet/internet webserver for remote
monitoring and control
• Full range of user presets with a/b switching
• Software upgradeable

• Multi band look ahead limiting
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15 York Road, Wimbledon, SW19 8TP, UK
Tel: + 44 208 540 9992

Fax: + 44 208 540 9994

WWW.BROADCASTWAREHOUSE.COM
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Mediatron Hits the Slopes
by Hans Zimmer
FreE-lancing Sports Journalist
Hamburg. Germany
ST. MORITZ, Switzerland I've just
arri‘ed in St. Moritz, and Imust say —
what a wonderful country. In my career
as asports journalist I've been here many
times; but it hits me again: the beautiful
scenery. the powder snow, the mountains.
Being from the more northern parts of
Germany, Idon't get to see many mountains, so Iappreciate the winter sports
season.
My mission? Deliver the flair and
impressions to listeners of our radio stations in northern Germany.
But I'm writing this article not
because I'm a big time skier or mountaineer. but because Ihad so much fun
doing my job during the world championships.
From work to fun
About two weeks before Iwent to St.
Moritz, Igot a call from Mediatron, a
company in southern Germany that has
been supplying us with digital broadcasting software for on-air studios and production workstations for years.
The company just released its newest
product, the NewsEdit XP, a multitrack
editing software for every kind of purpose
They were looking for someone interested in field-testing their latest gimmick.
Ihad the software in the mail two days
later.
Iinstalled the software on my new laptop, equipped with a PCMCIA sound
card from Digigram, the VXpocket v2,
which Ihad just obtained for the skiing
world championships. Icould alternatively use the onboard Soundblaster sound
card, but Iwouldn't recommend that
from aprofessional's view.
Ihad worked with the previous version
of Mediatron NewsEdit XP, the NewsEdit
NT, so Ididn't have to move on new terrain all the way. New to me were the cool
multitrack features, which Iwouldn't
want to do without anymore.
The NewsEdit XP features more than
just audio editing; it has its own content
management, an archiving and research
function and a browser for searching in
the database.
The system itself runs flawlessly on
eery Windows operating system since
NT and supports formats such as MPEG1, - 2 and WAV. They are available in
mono or stereo with professional bit rate
and sampling frequencies as well as the
Broadcast Wave Format, BWF, an ISO
standard designed by EBU and AES to
exchange digital audio files among manufacturers, which comes in handy
because we have software tools from other companies.
But let's get back to working with the
NewsEdit XP. Imentioned that Iknew the

The NewsEdit NT is the previous version of Mediatron's NewsEdit XP
older version of the software, and with that
knowledge Ithought Iwouldn't have to
read the manual. Who has time? So Istarted the NewsEdit XP and was surprised —
no manual needed, really. The software is
so easy to work with and intuitive that I
•

could produce files right away.
The new multitrack features are simple
to understand. Ionly had some trouble
handling the different types of markers at
the beginning. In a short call with
Mediatron. they explained me how those

markers work.
Now, three weeks later, I'm in
Switzerland. Igot to know the software
well. It makes everything so much easier
for ajournalist away from his studio.
When producing, for example, an
audio file containing the newest information from the last run, Itry to catch live
comments from participants, recording
them directly with my laptop, which is a
JVC MP-XP7210 and barely bigger than
my old MiniDisc recorder, and astandard
microphone.
No hassle
Due to recording directly into the
NewsEdit XP, Idon't have to hassle with
transferring my recordings first.
Afterwards Igo back to my warm office
and record my own comments on the second track. Iedit to my liking, add background sound on the third track and
export everything.
While exporting, the Mediatron
NewsEdit XP leads me through the
process of adding additional content to my
"ready-to-broadcast" file such as text files,
pictures taken with my digital camera
from the event, short videos and so on.
Luckily we are provided with a fast
Internet connection in our offices so that
transferring the finished production including all content to our FTP server is no problem. It also is possible to hook up amobile
phone to the laptop in order to transfer the
See MEDIATRON, page 34
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Cool Edit Pro Is aBreeze for Users
by Holly Jensen
Audio Designer
Clear Channel
AUSTIN, Texas Six years into my onair career, a move to a smaller- market
station forced me to learn production in
"sink-or-swim" fashion. Ihad zero experience until then and had always found
the work to be rather daunting.
With no choice and no one to help
me, Ireviewed the three digital audio
editing programs available in the station's production studio before opting
to teach myself Syntrillium Software's
Cool Edit Pro.
As aproduction novice, Ifound Cool
Edit Pro surprisingly easy to pick up. The
basic functions — my knowledge at the
time consisted of Play, Record and Stop
— were clear and straightforward, and it
wasn't long before Istarted learning other features that allowed me to turn out
quality work from the start.
My first commercials were trialand-error endeavors, for which Ifound
Cool Edit Pro's Preview function to be
a godsend. It allowed me to add
effects to my voice and immediately
listen to the results without permanently altering the sound file. This was
the only program that didn't take an

engineer to understand how to use special effects. It was user-friendly.
Over time Ihave become a seasoned
and dedicated Cool Edit Pro user, eventually ending up here in Austin as audio
eesign engineer for Clear Channel's station cluster. The group consists of two
country, plus classic rock, jammin'
oldies, CHR and sports stations. With
responsibility for commercial produc-

naine a new session for every piece of
work, Ican literally finish five pieces one
right after the other.
Iput together asweeper and then clear
it off the screen, bring up my next elements, create the piece and then clear it
off the screen. Ican have five people
lined up at the door and clear them out in
10 minutes because of the speed and efficiency the software affords me.

Cool Edit Pro helps

immensely in the

amount of control it offers over the smallest
details of a project.

tion at five of the stations as well as
imaging for the CHR, not aday goes by
that I'm not running a slew of projects
on the software.
The one thing Iappreciate more than
anything else is the sheer speed at which
Ican complete aproject using Cool Edit
Pro. Because Idon't have to create and

Because Ido production for such a
diverse group of radio stations, Cool Edit
Pro helps immensely in the amount of
control it offers over the smallest details
of aproject. For example, CHR processing is heavy on the bass, so Iremove alot
of the low end in their projects so it
See SYNTRILLIUM, page 34
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Orban Audicy Outfits KAJM, KNRJ
easy to use, and it assists me in completing
commercial production in atimely manner.
When Ibegan using the Audicy, Ilooked
at it like atape deck without the tape. It was
much more forgiving than tape, and you
PHOENIX Radio has been my career for
more than 25 years and, for most of those
could fix mistakes in aflash. It only took a
few weeks to feel comfortable using the
years, production director has been my title.
Audicy, and most anyone can be up to speed
So Iremember too well the days of tape and
razor blades. Over six years ago, when I on it within amonth.
The Orban Audicy's efficiency, quickness
moved on from 4-track tape, Ibegan using
and ease of use are what make me afan. Its
the Orban Audicy Digital Audio
effects, compression, equalization, and echos
Workstation. Istill use it today.
are great. This is important because our staHaving worked at Phoenix rocker
tions have high-energy, upbeat formats.
KUPD(FM) for 16 years, then Sandusky sisBecause the Audicy has amultitude of driter station KDKB(FM) for eight, and most
ves, you can archive atremendous amount of
recently for Sierra Broadcasting's Phoenix
work. The amount of memory is fantastic.
combo KAJM(FM) and KNRJ(FM), IrealWith the Audicy, you can edit out single
ize the importance of fast turnaround time
words in asentence that run together and
for commercial production. The Audicy is
by Mark Mayfield
Production Director
KAJM(FM)/KNRJ(FM)

make the sentence still sound perfect. When
Ido have aquestion, Orban has been there to
help in answering. Their customer service
department responds quickly to inquiries.
The Audicy Version 3.1 makes the Cart
Chunk Standard fully compatible with AES
standards. This makes the Audicy easier to use
in networked environments. Iwould much
rather use the Audicy than any other audio
workstation on the market and would mournmend it to anyone in the radio industry, or
those involved in any type of audio production.
Here at KAJM/KNRJ, we save time,
produce quality commercials and radio station imaging with the help of the Audicy. I
like this better than anything I've used.
For more information, including pricing,
contact the company in California at (510)
351-3500 or visit www.orban.com.
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Ready for lightning?

NANOAMP SERIESTM Problem Solvers
MIKE, LINE, SUMMING AND DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
Compact . Low Noise & Distortion . Servo Balanced Outputs @ 22dBm . Field or Studio Use . Desk or Rack Mous. -tKits.

BL it's

TS- 1
NANIAIP SERIES

NANOAMP SERIES
MILL I.. 11.49,1.•

.
M..1, 111,11014

II,

IVANDAMP SERIES

SUM100

RANOAMP SERIES
assmeurioN AMPLIFIER

TS- 1Transient Voltage
Surge Suppressor
Telephone lines give lightning a direct path
to your broadcast equipment. Protect your
investment with the TS- 1 surge suppressor.
Built for broadcast.

BuRK.
If

FINOL 0(1Y

800-255-8090 / sales@burk.com / www.burk.com

0.

NANCIAMP

SERIES

SUM100

Stereo to Mono Summing Amplifier

DA103

L200

Two Channel Line Buffer & Isolation Amplifier

DMA103 Microphone XLR Irput to 'Wee Iso ,ated XLR Balan.:ed Outputs

ML200

Two Channel Microphone to Line Driver

,L\-11

Lure Input to Three , solated 8, Protected Balanced Line Outputs

Free Brochure Available Upon Request

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

http://www.atiguys.com
328 W Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
900-959-0307 • 215-443-033 • Fa:r .215-443-0394

Come See Us At NAB Booth # C135
eye>,
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BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.

STANDARD BROADCAST FURNITURE
• SOLID SURFACE OR LAMINATED TOP

Building Broadcast Furniture

• 10 YEAR WARRANTY ON SOLID SURFACES
• RICH STAINED OAK TRIM

for over 35 Years

• LAMINATED VERTICALS
• REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL

STARTING AT

• 4 3/8" KICK BASE
• 30" HIGH TABLE TOP ( 38" OPTIONAL
• 12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING

$2,484

• 12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
• POP OUT REAR PANELS

PRE WIRED
SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE

USA
(847) 487-7575

• CABLE WIRE TRAYS
• ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
• GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
• OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

www.ramsyscom.com

CANADA
(705) 722-4425

1+1
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BE VaultXpress Powers Production
by Bob Henning
Corporate Chief Engineer
Artistic Media Partners
INDIANAPOLIS On-air talent today is
required to do some audio production
during an air shift, even if it's a voice
recording done between sets. The same
goes for our on- air talent at Artistic
Media Partners' 13 stations serving
South Bend, Fort Wayne, Lafayette,
Bloomington and Indianapolis, Ind.
We still do multi-track production projects, and we have the state-of-the-art
'production studios to prove it. But that
line between production and on-air isn't
nearly as defined as it used to be, and it's
my job to make sure that editing tools are
accessible to talent, no matter what studio they're in.
Because all our stations either have, or
are in the process of upgrading to,
Broadcast Electronics' digital audio
system — whether for live board assist,
music scheduling, satellite automation or
some combination thereof — we didn't
have to look far to find the editing tools
needed for our on-air rooms. Bringing
digital editing into our on- air studios
through a system already in the studio
and familiar to our staff was ano-brainer.
Artists Media Partners has been a BE
AudioVault customer since 1994. We
recently upgraded our South Bend and
Lafayette stations to the digital audio system, and we're now in the process of converting our Bloomington stations to the
standalone version, the VaultXpress.
With the cost of hard-disk drives falling
through the floor, we are moving away
from the networked environment to localized digital audio storage on individual
PCs using the standalone VaultXpress.
It gives us the power of adigital audio
system without the additional costs of
networking. It has everything we need,
including an optional production module
that makes it possible to introduce audio
editing into the air studio.
Two-track mind
By getting the VaultXpress AVProd
module, we hoped that our air talent
would be able to do two-track recording
and editing of news stories, phone interviews, traffic reports and other sources.
We wanted air talent to make the best use
of their time while in the studio.
The key, however, was to make the
tools accessible and easy to use; our program directors don't want air talent taking
their eye off the most important task at
hand, that is, paying attention to what's on
the air at that particular moment. We have
adiversity of programming coming from
our stations, from hard rock to talk, and
just about every format in between. The
system had to hold up in all kinds of settings and for all sorts of use, from the zany
productions in amorning zoo environment
to recording calls in anews setting.
This module, like all Vault modules, is
configurable. Iset up the user interface
and screen displays according to level
and type of use, whether an announcer or
on-air personality is apower user or newbie to waveform editing. The module also
offered several pre-programmed shortcut
commands, which Itook advantage of to
make it easier for our staff to change
inputs and mark editing parameters.
The screen display is laid out in such

a way that air talent can see what
they're editing from the macro as well
as micro point of view, making it easier
for them to jump in and out of editing
between sets.
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show, spot or news segment. Al]
VaultXpress PCs have an off- the- shelf
Digigram sound card for capturing recorded audio. The user simply adjusts level
according to peak meters on the screen.
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Artistic Media Partners' staff does two-track recording/editing with VaultXpress.
During atypical session, he can record
to the system or drag- and-drop sound
bytes, news briefs, and other audio WAV
files stored on the hard disk to splice into a
TECH

The VaultXpress' meter can respond fast
enough, whereas the standard VU meters
on our consoles can't, in order to spare the
waveform from having to be clipped.

33

When the announcer is ready to get
down to the business of editing, all he has
to do is select any of the WAV clips in
the top pane on the screen and sweep it
through the editor. He can view the waveform two-sided or single- sided and he
can zoom in or out to change the size of
the waveform for fine editing or editing
large chunks of audio.
He uses the mouse to place markers
where he wants to cut or reference. Iset
up markers with different colors for
speech and other audio types, making it
easier for talent to organize editing sessions. They mark the beginning and end
of where they want to edit, and remove it
or copy it with aclick of the mouse.
Advanced users will open multiple projects at once and drag-and-drop audio from
one project to the next. The system has a
"stopwatch" to let him know if the cut falls
short or goes over apredetermined time. If
anews segment or spot runs longer than 30
or 60 seconds, he knows exactly how
much. On abottom pane is the "tape view"
of the audio file so talent can get an idea
how the audio will playback.
The VaultXpress production module
has been awise investment for us, and not
only because it introduces editing to the
air studio. We've discovered that with
editing, music rotation and automation in
one system, our air talent can integrate
several studio functions at once. It's not
unusual to find aDJ playing asong on the
air, recording aspot and running another
station remotely all at the same time.
For more information, including pricing,
contact the company in Illinois at 1
224-9600 or visit www.bdcast.com.
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UPDATE

MediaTouch Expands ¡ Media Line
At NAB, OMT Technologies will tout iMediaAccess Server, aLAN/WAN add-on module for iMediaTouch, which allows control of audio assets across stations.
Using adrag-and-drop interface, operators can copy audio ( voice tracks, songs, commercials, IDs) to and from on-air or production studio locations.
iMediaAccess Server lets operator create and view on-air schedules, monitor the on-air status of aremote location and view TTA
information via HTML.
OMT's flagship iMediaTouch digital audio and broadcast system has added the iMediaTouch V.2. Additional features to the four
core iMediaTouch modules include
Oplog On-Air, Log Tools, Production and VoiceTracking.
Oplog On-Air has on-screen recording and voice tracking, front-sell/back-sell info, audio audition inside the audio Library.
ShowLog fade-out and repeat and playback while
recording long files. Log Tools let users test their log
before it airs.
OMT says Production includes asimplified Interface,
improved search engine capabilities and editing functions
on WAV, MP2 and MP3, automated visualization file feature, automated level adjust (overall playout) and graphic
paste-in. VoiceTracking lets users drop in six effects on a
VoiceTrack, Drop-in Music Beds to VoiceTracks, and do
level control of effects and music beds.
The company also has iMediaLogger, a softwarebased audio logging, archiving and storage system that
does not use tape or reels.
Also, iMediaAdCast, asystem for content substitution applications, lets users re-brand their format, provide affiliate satellite commercial automation, liner/ID
split feed and Internet commercial substitution. It is
designed to work with most broadcast automation systems and satellite receivers. iMediaAdCast replaces liners, spots, stingers, music and long-form content.
ImediaMultiStream, a multi-channel live stream
encoder, targets AM/FM combo radio stations, station
clusters and private corporate broadcasting. And
iMediaExpressEncoder provides library digitization and
audio extraction for up to 100 CDs and can retain digital
audio data for maximum clarity, quality and output to
CD, Windows Media Audio ( WMA), Real Media and
Web-compressed audio formats.
For more information, including pricing, contact the
company in Canada at ( 204) 786-3994 or visit
www.ominet.
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Syntrill um
Continued from page 32
doesn't come across as muddied on air.
The country stations are the opposite,
with alot of treble, so Imix country projects using extra bass.
Another feature Iuse daily is the
Background Noise Reducer, incredible
for cleaning up phone audio. Ijust need
to find apause in the recorded conversation, highlight asample and the software
will clean it perfectly every time. This is
handy for analog reel noise as well.
The Hard Limiter sees a lot of use,
particularly on voiceovers. Imix voice
and music at 3dB, but process the vocals
with the Hard Limiter to give them more
presence on the air.
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A nice complement to the Cool Edit
Pro
software
is
Syntrillium's
Loopology.com Web Site, acollection of
thousands of royalty-free, downloadable
musical loops that will satisfy the most
obscure needs. This site saves me incredible amounts of time nearly every day.
Let's say I'm looking for a specific
sound for a bed — something bouncy
and upbeat but with no synthesizers. I
could spend (and have spent) days sifting
through awall of CDs. With Loopology,
Ijust go to the site, do my search and
download exactly what Ineed. Since the
loops are already timed out, all Ido is
mix it down and Ihave abed.
Ionce was working on a spot for a
Japanese restaurant. The client didn't
want traditional Japanese music, but
still wanted the piece to sound
"Japanesey" — their word, not mine. I

Y.

went to Loopology and downloaded
Japanese Bells, which tmixed with
African Drums. The client loved it. I
was able to give them something with
Japanese flair that still sounded exotic.
And Icreated in seconds what would
have taken me days with a traditional
music library.
From the neophyte voice talent with
no production experience to the seasoned
studio wizard, Cool Edit Pro offers the
features and functions that can get the job
done quickly and easily. Isincerely
believe that if somebody can use
Microsoft Word, they can use Cool Edit
Pro. It flat out makes it easy to learn and
understand what you're doing.
For more information, including pricing, contact the company in Arizona
at (480) 941-4327 or visit www.
syntrillium.com.

•

Join us at the Radio Luncheon
Tuesday, April 8tor the induction of
Scott Shannon. Air Personality
and Program Director. WPtj. into
the NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame

on

Mediatron
Continued from page 31
files using techniques such as GPRS.
Finding older productions later is
done in the blink of an eye. Just search
by keywords you entered in your old
productions for videos and pictures.
By the use of simple metadata,
Mediatron made it possible to search
even in Word, Excel, RTF, HTML or
PDF documents you added in your
content management.
With these features, Ididn't have to
spend much time recording and producing, which gave me more time to
concentrate on getting good material
and still being able to deliver the news
in time.
As soon as Iget back home, all Ihave
to do to synchronize my laptop data with
my workstation is use the backup function of the Mediatron NewsEdit XP. This
feature allows me to transfer required
files and content back to my workstation
with one click.
Mediatron has improved its powerful
software, which helps me to do my job
in a more comfortable and faster way;
considering the price and performance
ratio compared to others, there is no
better software on the market.
For more information, including pricing, contact the company in Germany at
(011) 49-8131-8305-0 or visit www.
mediatron.com.
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RCS 'Selector-izes'
Audio
SEE ONE OF COMEDY'S
BEST - LIVE!
NAB Opening Cetebration
with Bill Cosby
Sun day, April 6, 2003
The Beliagio Hotel and Casino
Ticket requured
FaVOlite. Hotels
Several hotels are offering redtic
rates for t4AB2003. Call NAB Housing at
703.205.9114 or 888.622.8830 or visit
vomenab.org/conventtonsinab2003

O

for assistance.

You gotta network. You gotta learn. You gotta see. You gotta NAB.
Let's face it, time is money - now more than ever. For the most
comprehensive electronic media industry experience available, you'd
be wise to invest your time in an event with global returns.
NAB2003 is the only truly worldwide event for electronic media, offering
professional networking opportunities with industry lenders from more
than 137 different countries. The Radio Management Conference
is guaranteed to leave you with the wisdom you need to succeed well
into the future. And there's no bigger or more complete showcase of
broadcast and multimedia products on the planet.

NAB

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW
April 5-10,

2003 •

Las

Vegas,

NV

Make plans to attend NAB2003, The World's Largest Electronic
Media Show and the Radio Opening Reception on Sunday, April 6.
Because if you wanna know, You Gotta Go!

Conferences: April 5-10, 2003 • Exhibits: April 7-10 • www.nab.org/conventions/nab2003

Users can " Selector-ize," distribute
and manage ripped audio using smart
tools from RCS.
Its Selector XV music scheduling
adds "smart ripping" plus audio marking and sharing features.
The features of the Selector Smart
Ripper let songs be ripped and coded
once, then made available to stations in
the group. RCS promotes this as an
advantage over ripping a song's audio,
coding it with title/artist, runtime, intro
and additional fields on the song's corresponding Selector song card before it
is added into rotation.
The features also are integrated into
a version of RCS music- scheduling
systems, Selector XV and Selector
Enterprise.
The technology can "Selector-ize" a
song, which determines the song's
tempo, energy, texture, beats per
minute, type of ending and musical
key of the open and close automatically after the song is ripped.
The song's information is saved
onto a new or existing Selector song
card. An audio marking tool lets users
mark a song's hook, audio file, next to -play point and up to three intro
times for playback in RCS Master.
Users can control studio automation or
exported via ASCII automation file to
most station automation systems.
Regardless of location, commonly
owned stations can rip and share songs
or entire formats using Selector
Enterprise from an Internet browser.
For more information, including
pricing, contact the company in New
York at ( 914) 428-4600 or visit
www.rcsworks.com.
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Yamaha Debuts C11V96 Mixer

The Professional Audio division of Yamaha Corp. of America has introduced the 96
kHz-capable 01V96 digital mixer. Built on its predecessor, the 01V, the rack-mountable unit
has 40 simultaneous mixing channels with 24-bit/96 kHz audio, stereo effects with 32-bit
The Broadcast Software International Series 200 Production Studio is adigital audio
internal processing and automation, and new computer and ADAT interfaces.
editing and production workstation. Series 200 uses aDell 2650 PowerEdge server with a2The control surface, display screen and user interface allow analog-style hands-on operaGHz Intel Pentium IV processor. The PC comes with 256 MB RAM and a 146-GB hottion. Eight user-defined keys are available for assignable functions.
swappable hard drive.
Inputs 1-32 have independent gating/compression, parametric EQ, delay and two insert
The workstation operates on aWindows 2000 platform and includes Synthllium's Cool
points. Four effect processors (two at 96 kHz) may be used simultaneously and 99 scene
Edit Pro 2.0 128-track digital editing software. Cool Edit Pro can analyze audio, create effects
memories store snapshots of settings for instant recall. An external sequencer can be used for
and export to several compressed audio file formats. The software is paired with an
mix automation.
AudioScience 4344 professional sound card. The 4344 has four playback devices, mixable to
The 17 motorized channel faders can be layer-switched to control input or outputs. Inputs,
four balanced physical outputs, and three record devices that pull from abalanced record
outputs, effects and channel inserts can be assigned to channels or outputs via adigital patchinput.
ing system; adirect out function allows signal from any input channel to be routed to any digThe Series 200 comes with several BSI programs: Simian Production Mode, WaveCart
ital or analog output
digital cart machine, Stinger instant audio and Speedy CD-to-PC dubbing.
In addition to ADAT I/O, the 01V96 provides support for computer-based recording softFor more information, contact the company in Oregon at (888) BSIUSAI or visit ware and digital audio workstations. Bundled Yamaha Studio Manager software is compatiwww.bsiusa.com.
ble with Mac and Windows platforms.
A single I/O slot will accept digital and analog I/O cards from Yamaha and third-party
manufacturers, providing 16 inputs and outputs at 48 kHz (eight at 96 kHz).
The 01V96 will be available in April for $2,499.
For more information, contact the company in California at ( 714) 552-9011 or visit
www.yamaha.com/proaudio.

BSI Combines Tools for Audio Editing

Quadriga Automates Audio Archival
Quadriga is an automated capturing station for the quality-controlled A/D conversion of
sound archives to digital interim data storage systems such as DAT or CD-R, or digital mass
storage systems. Cubetec says the technology is unique to the AudioCube platform and provides automated monitoring and logging of analog and digital audio streams according to
technical parameters of archiving.
These include audio dropouts, clipping, clicks, hum, signal-to-noise ratio, azimuth/phase,
analog distortion error and splice identification and analysis. The captured audio data is
stored in the standardized EBU Broadcast Wavefile Format (BWF) together with related
metadata and error reports. Cubetec says this saves system operators from time-consuming
procedures, provides levels of quality control and reduces archive transfer costs.
Real-time or faster-than-real-time Import modules are available for tape machine,
turntable, compact cassette, CD, U-Matic, DAT and 9-pin-controllable machines. Quadriga
was developed in cooperation with the Institute for Broadcast Technology (IR!') in Germany,
so the system integrates into the workflow of most broadcast facilities.
European broadcasters that use Quadriga include Austrian Broadcast (ORF), North
German Broadcast (NDR), Radio Bremen, Radio Swiss Romande (RSR), Southwest
Broadcast (SWR), Swedish Broadcasting Corp. (SR), Swiss Radio (DRS), Swiss Radio
International (SRI) and YLE - Finnish Broadcast
For more information, including pricing, contact Sascom Marketing in Ontario,
Canada, at (905)469-8080 or visit www.sascom.com.

DARTech Builds on Dart Pro 98
DARTech's Dart XP Pro software provides recording, audio restoration, noise
reduction and removal and CD burning.
The program supports digital and analog formats. DARTech says the XP Pro
improves on its Dart Pro 98 by redesigning certain tools including DeClick Plus,
DeHiss Plus FFT/AR, DeNoise Plus FFT/AR and DeVocalize. It also adds digital
effects processing such as reverb,
shift pitch and speed up/slow
down.
The FFT/AR option offers
wideband noise reduction and
gives the user two methods of
spectrum estimation: the nonparametric (Fast Fourier Transform)
approach and the parametric
(Autoregressive) approach. Both
methods of spectral analysis can
be used simultaneously.
Dart XP Pro supports realtime tools and users can listen to
the results while adjusting the
restoration controls.
It also lets users define, test and
execute restoration tasks such as
multi-stage filtering, or declicldng
in reverse time, declicking combined with dehissing or denoising
MAIN F ATURES
.Restore & Record Hqn Quality Aude
and comb filtering.
.sqnal Processing & Editing
Suggested retail price is
•Real- Trine Preview/Process
•Organize Aude desn
Io
t P4sy
$199.95. Current users can
•BUM S dard Aude CO
upgrade to Dart XP Pro for
PIUS
Is
MEW Dpdat EMee ts
Raffle.'
$99.99.
•Dee* P..
.1)01.• Pe
For more information, contact
.dram Ms
•Ciaerosa
the company in Minnesota at
(800)
799-1692
or
visit
www.dartech.com.
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Products & Services

Control Solutions by CircuitWerkes

SIX MILL.
\

(
The SEN b Subauclible Iune Encoder
The SEN6 is a single channel Subaudible tone
encoder with integral audio filtering that can
produce 25Hz, 35Hz and combination tones
from external closures.

Control your world with CircuitWerkes
DTMF Tone decoders and controls
The DTMF-16 and DS- 8DTMF tone decoders provide
economical remote control over audio lines. The
DTMF-16 decodes single or dual codes while the
programmable DS- 8accepts up to 8tourdiga sequences.
Silencer option removes DTMF tones from audio.

THUNDERSTORMS HIT 1111
FiLANET EARTH EVERY YEAR!
IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO
PUT YOU OFF THE AIR'
The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
a continuous, low resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.

TIIIE Dl-10
The SUB-03 SUbaudible Tone decoder

Perfect for Studio & Automation Control

The SUb-03 is a single channel subaudible

Dal- up remote control with audio interface lets you

tone decoder that can detect 25Hz, 35Hz
and combination tones on audio channels.

control anything over regular phone lines. Interfaces
with most studio automation systems.
Control
it from a dial- up line or external audio path. The

Each tone gives a distinct relay closure.
Integrated filters strip each tone from the
SUB- 03's audio output so no one hears it.

DR 10's active, balanced, telco audio output lets
you do live remotes, remote announcement
recording

and..111UCh,

much

more!

http iwww circultwerkes com

CircuitWerkes

This aFfordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the field for over 20 years.

Cna
Write or call For aFree brochure and clemgn
P.O. Box 2548. Farmington. N.M. 81499-2548
Fa IFree: 888-325-5336 • Fair 505.326-233/ • ssww.cortanacorporction.com

Affordable Custom Broadcast Furniture

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

- :

Constructed,

" .nie ;

•

Price $540.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver,
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in
first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate
MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input.
Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 70 dB.
19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal enclosure. In
stock—available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. • Athens. Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gorman-redlich.cornfiimg@gormanredlich.com

Delivered and
Installed by

E[11110LOGY
Now also serving you
from the West Coast!

TEL: 610-640-1229

Studio Technology West

FAX: 610-296-3402
32 Pennsylvania Avenue

310B Coney Island Dr.

Malvern, PA 19355

Sparks, NV 89431
TEL: 775-351-2042

e-mail: sales@studiotechnology.com

FAX: 775-351-2082

web: www.studiotechnology.com

Wrei:d .t96 like to deliver your
prog -amming via satellite hut
thought it was too expensive?
Thought about syndicating your
mo.rning show?
Po. you cw-rently use satellite
;end need a backup uplink?

From YOUR studios
you can deliver
programming anywhere
in the continental USA
via satellite!

We Can pray de satellite time as low as * S840.00 per month r$1250.00 siereo).
Ne will provide you with acomplete uplink equipment package for use as a

primary or as backup tu your Unreal ,
DAC700 Audio l

To order copies contact: Simone Fewell at
sfewell@imaspub.com or
fax your request to: 703-671-7409
There will be no billing, all orders must be pre- paid. We accept VISA. Master Card, and American Express.

$19,500 • (
UT 8000 Ku Earth Ssation!
;(1
1701 modem andra
2 watt tnsmitter)
compilete! + Channel Master's 2.4 M TXIRx satellite dish!
Do‘s Mink equipment is only $2.295.00 each site-complete!
;Comstream ABR-202 RX/1.8m dish/PLL LN13)
We sell refurbished Comstream equipment.
+Mounts, installation and FCC licensing additional.
•Five year lease agreement. Ku Band 24x7
River Communications Walden. NY 12586
880- 65- RADIO ( 800-657-2346)
e-mail: sales@rivert.com
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Orban's Optimod-PC 1100 is designed to run on Windows 2000 and Windows
XT. Version 1.0 of the Optimod-PC control software and driver can control
Optimod-PC cards on alocal computer or anywhere on anetwork.
Orban says the Optimod-PC brings its Optimod 6200 processing inside the
computer at lower cost than its stand-alone 6200 or 6200S processors. This processing is optimized for digital transmission channels that use lossy compression,
like Internet streaming and digital radio.
With aPCI expansion chassis, acomputer typically can support up to 12 cards,
each processing stereo audio. Without an expansion chassis, the limit is four
(determined by available free PCI slots). By adding host computers to the network,
one Optimod-PC application can control an unlimited number of cards.
While Orban targets the Optimod-PC for streaming because of its ability to connect to applications like Windows Media Encoder or Helix Producer through
Windows'. WAV mechanism, the company says it is also a professional-quality
sound card with analog and AES/EBU inputs and outputs that allow it to emulate a
hardware processor in digital radio and production studio applications. On- board
Motorola 56362 DSP chips perform the audio processing, freeing the host computer's CPU for other tasks.
The suggested U.S. retail price is $ 1,490.
For more information, contact the company in California at (510) 351-3500 or
visit www.orban.com.
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Antex LX- 44 Allows

Orban Introduces Optimod-PC 1100
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Multiple Configurations
The Antex LX-44 PC-compatible digital audio card offers simultaneous multitrack
record and play functionality. The company says it is suitable for system integrators,
developers and end-users of DAWs, for broadcast automation, audio recording and
archiving and other uses.
Four balanced analog input channels can simultaneously mix the eight virtual stereo
devices to any of the four balanced analog outputs. Input and output connections are
via 25-pin D-sub connector.
The LX-44 can record or play from disk eight- or 16-bit linear PCM digital audio
files at sample rates, variable under software control, from 6.25 to 50 kHz; it uses 20bit AID and D/A converters. XLR connectors are available optionally as a 12- inch
cable set or via apassive, rack-mounted break-out box.
Multiple cards can be configured in the same system to achieve eight-, 12- or 16track simultaneous recording or playback. Software drivers for Window 95/98/NT and
Win2000/XP are provided and adocumented software developers kit ( SDK) is available free via the Antex Web site. The LX-44 is available for $720.
For more information contact the company in California at (310) 532-3092 or visit
www.antex.com.
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BIAS Spans Digital
SX-1 Is Standalone
Tascam Production Tool
Tascam's SX-1 is astandalone production tool that integrates a40 x8digital mixing console, a 128-track MIDI sequencer, a I6-track hard-disk recorder, aseparate sixtrack stem recorder, aprofessional hardware synchronizer and aCD-RW drive.
Its size and feature set make it an suitable production piece for broadcast production, professional songwriters, commercial recording facilities and sound-for-picture
post-production. The digital mixing console has 100mm touch-sensitive faders with
automation, DSP plug-in effects and flexible routing.
The I28-track MIDI sequencer offers Step Record, non-destructive Transpose and
Quantize, individual track offset and Piano Roll and Event List editing. The 16-track
Hard Disk Recorder natively reads and writes time-stamped Sound Designer II and
Broadcast WAV files and can mount FAT32, HFS and HFS+ drive formats. Tascam
asserts that it has the best punch performance of any DAW or standalone.
A separate six-track stem recorder can be used to print adiscreet 5.1 mix to adisk,
in addition to the other tracks, or it can be used as afast bounce engine. A hardware
synchronizer generates and chases LTC and
MTC and includes Sony 9-pin (P2) and resolves
to video sync (blackburst). A CDRW creates
Red Book Audio CDs, data backups or the
importing of data. The SX-1 retails for $5,999.
For more information, contact the company
in California at ( 323) 726-0303 or visit
www.tascam.com.

Audio Range
BIAS is promoting arange of digital audio products: the Peak 3.2, Deck 3.5, Vbox
1.2 and the SuperFreq.
The Peak 3.2 is an audio editing, processing and mastering system for Macs from
OS 8.6 through 9.2 and X native. It supports the user's Mac's audio as well as thirdparty hardware via Sound Manager or Apple's CoreAudio standard for multi-channel
and multi-client hardware. It is priced at $499.
The Vbox 1.2 is amulti-effects control environment for VST plug- ins, operating under Mac OS 9 and now OS X or Windows. BIAS says that the Vbox has
updated plug- ins to give users creative command over signal- processing options.
It works either freestanding or integrated into a VST host program — including
BIAS Peak, BIAS Deck, Steinberg Cubase, and others — where users can
process and save an audio file or record, process and save alive feed. The Vbox
lets users combine, route and mix up to hundreds of plug- ins per channel and is
priced at $ 99.
The SuperFreq is areal-time 10-band paragraphic EQ. It is aCarbon Event-driven
OS X plug-in and has several EQ features. Optionally, it can be launched as afour-,
six-, or eight-band paragraphic EQ,
as well as the standard 10- band.
BIAS says SuperFreq is one of the
first Mac OS X-native plug-ins, and
works within any Carbonized VST
host application — such as BIAS
Peak, Deck or Vbox—and under
Mac OS 8.6 through 9.2.x. It is
available as adownload for $79.
The Deck 3.5, amultitrack digital
audio workstation, has been upgraded
to support OS X and OME Customers
can use spot effects, edit dialog,
process soundtracks, record ADR-style
voiceovers and craft mixes to stereo or
editing_processing_mastermg
ed,L,on
5.1 surround. It has up to four realtime effects plug-ins per track and has
O__••1111e
audio tools, including surround mixing, which BIAS says suits it to multimedia development. It costs $399.
For more information contact the
company in California at ( 707) 7821866 or visit www.bias-inc.com.
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AM Antenna Solutions
I
I
CONSTRUCTION & REBUILDS

LBA Technology, Inc is your
proven supplier of innovative.
digital- ready AM antenna systems
Our products include tuning units,

New Tower/Systems Construction
Disaster Restoration/Recovery
System Refurbishment

phasing systems, multiplexers, AM/
wireless isolation systems and
components for every power level
We help hund:.eds of broadcasters

RF Components

LBA Tunipole

Technical Services Group provides

Folded Unipole Systems

years of experience in RF tower

in the USA and worldwide to --

and transmitter service to the
southeast region.

We also

maintain aready supply of rebuilt
antenna systems for emergency
use and for purchase.

TECHNICAL

SERVICES GROUP

Reach further sound better!

1

Diplexer. Tnplexer and
Phasor Systems

LBA Technology, Inc.

ng Unds

225.751.9800
12015

CLOVERLAND

CT

3400 Tupper Drive, Greenvile, NC 27834
800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155 / Email Lbatech@Lbagroup corn / www Lbagroup com

www.tsgcom.com
•

BATON

ROUGE,

LA

70809

4
re'VICE

S.C.M.S., Inc

FURNITURE
nianufacturers of

Charlotte, N.0

!p-rliture

Intro
eund Cho
Furniture." new frwjn Ma
Systems. Inc. the m
The Best in Sound F
Choice Furniture is Mall (
patty
Stock studio furniture, featuring thc
same high quality construction
methods and materials found in
Mager Systems. Inc. custom
furniture. All " Sound Choice
Furniture" includes solid surface
countertops. The standard color is
stormy gray lor the solid surface top
and amedium speckled gray on the
cabinets ( see photos). Call today to
see how Sound Choice Furniture will
benefit your studio.

excluolny console 6
Guest Top

TEL: 623-780-0045
- 9860
www.magersystems.com • mager
ersystems.com
Visit our emboîte for more information

/Competitive Prices

Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine
Standard Features:
•Solid Surface Tops
•1- 1
/"thick 19 2
ply plywood
cabinet construction
•13 ply Finland Birch access
panels
•No Particle Board or
melamine
•10- year Limited Warran4
•Reversible Punch Block
cabinet
•Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available
•Built in ventilation
•Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly

/Extensive Rental Fleet ( RF Codecs

Test Equipment,Audio)
%/Experienced Staff
/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed
/New and Rebuilt RF and Audio
g/Custom Studio Design and

Furniture
g/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers
/Turnkey Installations Available
You Know We Know Radio
800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

Henry Engineering's NEW rack- mountable
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Mount 3 units in o
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• Mix and match...they're all the same size
• Built-in AC power supply...NO wall warts
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Mackie Pushes

Fast Edit 4.0

Desktop Production

Increases Resolution
Fast Edit 4.0 from Minnetonka Audio Software now supports 16-, 24- and 32-bit resolution at sample rates of up to 96 kHz. It also supports Direct-X processing in both real-time
and offline processing modes as well as multi-tasking, which allows editing during playback.
The Fast Edit user interface remains unchanged in FE 4.0, and Minnetonka says beginners
can learn quickly to produce professional results for radio stations and production facilities.
Included with Fast Edit are two bonus programs from Minnetonka Audio Software: the
Sound Catalog and the Playlist Editor. Sound Catalog lets users create custom-label buttons
to be used for playing sound files located in the catalog. These buttons can be used to trigger
sound effects, for example, while playing the on-screen stereo track.
The Playfist Editor allows sequential or one-time play of sound segments from the list of
sound files in the computer. :ist price for Fast Edit 4.0 is $ 199; an upgrade from older versions is $99.
For more information, contact the company in Minnesota at (952) 449-6481 or visit
www.minnetonkaaudio.com.

Mackie has introduced several new digital products with afocus on hybrid desktop
production.
The company says its D8B digital mixing console with Version 5 software, D8B
v5, has anew HUI Layer for Pro Tools compatibility, improved FAT Channel functions, an updated graphic user interface, independently configurable effects inputs
and outputs for effects routing, Event Editor integration into the Mix Editor and 5.1
surround monitoring.
The Soundscape 32 embedded digital audio workstation has received two
upgrades. The Soundscape Version 3.7 software features track arming on the fly,
a "gapless" punch-out preference, punch- in recording, copy and paste functionality and additional video file player support. With Console Manager 1.5,
Mackie says Soundscape users can have optical touch- sensitive faders and editing control without a mouse/keyboard combination. The Mackie Control and
Baby HUI control surfaces can connect to the Soundscape via a standard MIDI
interface.
The Mackie UAD-1 DSP Powered Plug-Ins card, with version 3.0 software, has a
multicard capability. Version 3 also supports the Cambridge EQ plug-in and gives
DirectX for Cakewalk's SONAR. Mackie w soon ill introduce aDSP card in the UAD
family, the UAD-8 I/O, which comes with the same plug- ins as the UAD-1, but with
eight channels of digital I/O.
The Mackie HDR24/96 hard disk recorder/editor now is compatible with
Digidesign Pro Tools via HDR Pro software and FireWire drive bay package.
The HDR Pro software converts HDR24/96 audio files from WAV to Sound
Designer II (. sd2) files and creates a Pro Tools Session file that can be opened
directly in Pro Tools.
HDR Pro also will import asupported Pro Tools Session file ( Mac versions 3- 5.x)
and corresponding . sd2 files directly into an HDR Project. All this is transferred
through the FireWire bay fitted with aMackie Media M90 removable drive.
For more information, including pricing, contact the company in Washington State
at (800)258-6883 or visit www.mackie.com.

Digidesign Focuses on Digital Audio
Digidesign has several recent digital audio production products on the market: Mbox, Digi
Lynx Sound Cards Link Studio Gear
001 and Digi 002.
Mbox is aUSB-powered "studio in abox" that works with aPC or Mac to provide a
portable audio production system. It consists of asmall, upright I/O unit and 32-track Pro
Lynx Studio Technology's L22 PCI audio interface card and companion LS-AES
Tools LE software, with 128 MIDI tracks and real-time plug-in support. (The Mac version
and LS-ADAT expansion cards promise reference-quality analog I/O and options for
supports 24 tracks.)
multi-channel AES/EBU and ADAT digital I/O.
The Mbox includes stereo analog I/O (combo jack ins, 1/4-inch outs) with two Focusrite
Combining them provides an approach for integrating digital consoles and studio
mic preamps, stereo S/PDIF I/0 (
RCA) and 48V phantom power.
equipment with Windows or Mac workstations.
Digigram says the Mbox has near-zero latency monitoring, apair of 1/4-inch inserts and
The L22 offers two balanced analog inputs and outputs supporting 24-bit/I92 kHz
headphone monitoring as well as a24-bit signal path, 48 kHz sample rate support, aheadand 117 dB dynamic range; the company says it uses proprietary circuit topologies
phone output with dedicated volume control and separate source selection (Mic/Line/Inst)
with low-jitter clocking. Features include AES/EBU or S/PDIF digital I/O with SRC,
and gain control per channel.
external clock synchronization and a32-channel mixing processor. The L22 .sIStream
Separately, the Digi 001 comprises aI
U rack-mountable I/O unit, aPCI card installed in a expansion ports connect to the LS-AES and LS-ADAT expansion cards.
PC or Mac and the Pro Tools LE software. Complementing its 18 simultaneous channels of
The LS-AES provides eight channels of AES/EBU digital I/0 at sample rates up to
analog and digital I/O, MIDI I/O and two mic preamps, Digi 001's Pro Tools LE software
96 kHz and four channels at 192 kHz. Connections are transformer-coupled with proprovides 32 tracks of record and playback, 128 MIDI tracks, real-time plug-in support and
quality sample rate conversion available on inputs. The LS-AES is compatible with
other features.
Dolby Digital and DTS-encoded formats.
Working with aPC or Mac through aFireWire connection, Digi 002 pairs 32-track Pro
The LS-ADAT is an ADAT interface that provides two ADAT lightpipe inputs and
Tools LE software with 18 channels of simultaneous I/O (analog and digital), a 1-in/2-out
outputs and an ADAT Sync In Port. Operating at a sample rate of 48 kHz, the LSMIDI interface and an integrated control surface with motorized, touch-sensitive faders, mulADAT I/O channel capacity is 16. Higher sample rates are supported using S/MUX
ti-purpose rotary encoders, scribble strips, transport controls, mute, solo and select buttons
technology: eight channels at 96 kHz and four channels at I
92kHz. The Sync In Port
and comprehensive monitoring.
provides sampleaccurate synchronization.
Features include a24-bit signal path, up to 96 kHz sample rate support, four mic preFor Lynx products. MME and ASIO drivers are provided for Windows operating
sets, 48V phantom powsystems and for Mac ASIO applications.
er, control surface plugFor more information, including pricing, contact the company in California at ( 949)
in manipulation, an
515-8265 or visit www.lynxstudio.com.
additional FireWire port
for external drives or
other peripherals, conVo>1 Ovdt, OvdP Snot' KIck Gutt 13o
nections for RCA-based/
•
•
•
•
• •
ie
-10 dBV outboard gear
^fr
e fi fi
ee and dedicated headphone
monitoring. Also, in
Standalone mode, Digi
002 serves as an 8x2 digital mixer with EQ,
dynamics, effects and
snapshots ( Pro Tools is
disabled in this mode).
For more information,
including pricing, contact
the company in California
at (800) 333-2137 or visit
www.digidesign.
The Dig 002
com.
,
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Audion's VoxPro

ENCO Enhances Production Tools

Edits On-Air Audio

ENCO Systems is touting two production tools aimed at different aspects of
radio broadcasting: Qed and CoolDAD.
Qed is aPC- based two-track editor for on-air use in recording phone calls or
similar fast-paced recording work. It is astandalone application that works with
standard WAV files and works with CartChunk for transfer to most automation
systems.

VoxPro PC software, from Aud ion Laboratories, provides digital editing of voice
and phone recordings with host and caller on separate channels. Commands may be executed on acomputer keyboard or on the optional VoxPro control panel measuring 8x 10
inches.
VoxPro features include importation of popular file types, multiple file export in most
formats, VoiceSlip, which automatically separates host/caller talk over, one-button insert
Supporting a SoundBlaster-type sound card, Qed is non-destructive and has a record, jog wheel or button audio scrub and undos and redos for the life of the recording.
single screen interface. Left and right channels can be edited independently, and
Remote starts include record, play, play from beginning and stop. It has Opto-Iso talQed allows insertion of bleeps, silence and reversing selected audio. Ten hot
lies for On-Air light and playing HotKeys through the console, one screen for all funckeys across the top of the screen allow fast access to sound bites.
tions and one-button record in any mode.
Qed supports the USB ShuttlePro Jog/Shuttle controller and requires a
VoxPro PC Network, an optional plug-in, allows users to access accounts and files
Windows 2000 PC with 256 MB of RAM and a SoundBlaster or clone sound
from any networked VoxPro PC on their station's existing NT, Novell or peer-to-peer
card. The Qed costs $495 with the optional jog/shuttle controller at $ 150.
network. Audion says the VoxPro Network also lets teams of air talent and producers, or
Another production tool is compatible with the DADpro32 Digital Audio
news staff and producers, create recordings that automatically appear on each other's
Delivery System. The product is an interface that allows DAD users to implescreens ready to play or edit.
ment and, ENCO says, nearly integrates Syntrillium Software's Cool Edit Pro
VoxPro Network requires two or more computers connected with Cat-5network cable
and Cool Edit 2000 as aprimary editor for DADpro32.
using a 100Base-T switch. VoxPro PC system requirements include Pentium III or highWith CoolDAD, users can access Cool Edit directly from DAD, save and
er, Win 2K or XP, USB or serial port, 128 MB RAM (256 for XP), 20 GB hard drive and
manipulate pointers within audio files, load, edit and save files as MPEG Layer SVGA monitor 800 x600 with 16-bit color.
II files and add CartChunk data to audio files.
For more information, including pricing, contact the company in Washington state at
The CoolDAD interface requires DADpro32, Cool Edit Pro or Cool Edit 2000
(206) 842-5202 or visit www.audionlabs.com.
and costs $495.
For more information, including pricing, contact the company in Michigan at
(248) 827-4440 or visit www.enco.com.
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ENCO Systems' Qed

Quick Edit Pro

What's Ahead in:

Speeds Radio Editing

Buyer's Guide

Jutel's Quick Edit Pro is a multi- track audio editor for radio journalists,
newscasters and others working on deadlines. Quick Edit Pro is amember of the
Jutel RadioMan product family and comes with playback, recording and basic
and multi-track editing functions.
Radio production tools are listed on screen. Jutel says users learn quickly and
that the compact solution allows them to create from their desktop or laptop.
The Quick Edit Pro incorporates a graphic interface and Windows standards
so that users do not have to learn shortcuts and commands. It helps journalists
minimize editing time by remembering users' personal preferences.
Users can specify keyboard or toolbar shortcuts to editing commands to save
more time.
The Quick Edit Pro supports Digigram PCX boards, Windows-compatible
sound cards and multiple audio boards as well as Windows NT, Windows 2000
or Windows XP.
Supported audio file formats are raw MPEG, Broadcast Wave Format ( BWF),
MPEG Layer l - 3, PCM 8/16 bits, RealAudio, mono/stereo. It samples frequencies of 16, 22.050, 24, 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz.
The product integrates with the RadioMan and Associated Press ENPS
(Electronic NewsProduction System) joint operational package. Jutel says the
package provides the speed and efficiency of the Jutel RadioMan data connection without the need to purchase the entire package.
The product also works as a standalone application and can be connected to
RadioMan home- sites through an FTP connection on the Internet.
For more information, including pricing, contact the company in Finland at
(358) 8551 4856 or visit www.jutel.fi.
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ACOUSTICS

COMPLETE

RECEIVERS/

Want to Sell

FACILITIES

TRANSCEIVERS

AcousticsFirst"
=888-765-2900
Full product line for sound

S

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-

control & noise elimination.

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

www.acousticsfirst.com

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040

S

You Know We Know Radio

Want to Sell

S

Dayton Industrial AF 200 FM SCA
receiver. Factory installed rack
mount option, brand new, $ 120/60.
Ray Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park
Ave, La Crosse WI 54601. 608-7822254.

s

RECORDERS

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

CONSOLES

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Tascam 32, like new, only used 5
hrs, $600/B0. Joe Lalino, WLAL,
319 State Rt 29, Middleville NY
13406. 315-891-3110.

Superior
Broadcast Products
FM Antennas

Autogram IC- 10, 10 channel
stereo, good condition, $950. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

REMOTE &

All Power Levels
Cci.tact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326

Frirod SS-80-180ft: Utility 340- SR25 sect ons. 513-521-1729.

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
wwwamgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Rohn 80. 250', new, never
installed. Built for 150 anchor
loads. 2) six antenna mounting
brackets,
medium
intensity
strobe All material to install.
InvesIE d 824,000,
will
take
19,000; Also one used 227' AM
broadcast tower with tuning box,
51800. All located near Atlanta,
Georgia. Please contact Steve
Dean q
.` 770-761-6674 or email:
ki4kdb bel ' south. net.
THE
•
AA' rfNNA SITE STORE
Tower Registration Signs
FCC and OSHA Compliance
Tower Leasing Signs
Yot rWording Added
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com
•Anr,,n• ID Products GI•nmoors, PA •

Want to Sell

AUDIO PROCESSING

Orban
Optimod
FM
8200
processor, BO. Steve Sisson.
Sherican Media, 1716 KROE Ln.
Sheridan WY 82801. 307-672-7421.
Orban Optimod 8100A, has
performed faithfully for 12 years,
$2500 +free shpg in Continental
US. Robert Sims, KCAS, POB
8106, Mission TX 78572. 956-4249098.
Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST. 972-271-7625.

Gentner
Digital
Hybrid
ll
broadcast hybrid telephone unit.
One rack unit high, includes the
"Record" function, XLR inputs &
outputs, DB-25 connection for
remote control, $ 150/60. Robert
Sims, KCAS, POB 8106, Mission
TX 78572. 956-424-9098.

SW

nline

L • • • • - • J
Jarnpro midpower 96.5 FM and 94.9
FM antemas, new in box, BO. Steve
Sisson, Sheridan Media, 1716 KROE
Ln, Sheridan WY 82801. 307-672-7421.

S.W.R
FM & Television
Antennas
Jimmie Joynt
Pione 800/279-3326

FMC-11 circularly polarized
11-bay FM antenna with fiberglass
'Armes. Has been on air at 96.1 mHz
with : 0kW input br the past 3.5 years.
Being removed kcal service for upgrade,
has hardware br lace mounting on a36"
tower, $6,000 bb Abilene TX. Bruce
Campbel, 915-677-3900.

Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
V Create "real- world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREm, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
V Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation
studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776
silverlakeaudio.com
Moseley 1620 microprocessor
remote control package. Includes
Taskmaster 20 program, and
manuals. Good condition. Buyer
pays shipping, $ 1750/60. Bob
Rivkin, KPLM/KJJZ, 441 S Calle
Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA 93362.
760-320-4550.
Superior
Broadcast Products
FM Transmitters

y Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!

STATIONS
Want to Sell

C
\poi-

c
„ ll
c,„„,„ications

Profitable California FM on
beautiful
Mendocino
Coast.
Popular
tourist
destination.
S350K. 707-367-1597.

800-743-3684
Want to Buy
AM/FM/CP. no station to small, areas:
RI, CT. MA or FL Contact Michael
Cardillo, 151 Morgan St, Cranston RI
02920. 401-942-8341 or email:
mondomikeradio@aolcom.
Christian Florida AM station.. .. lost
phone it and am very interested to
speak with you again. Please call 401942-8341 ASAP!
TAPES/CARTS/

Want to Sell

Superior
Broadcast Products
FM STL Transmitter &

MICROPHONES

Phone 800/279-3326

Want to Buy

Phone 800/279-3326

Various new carts, $1.50 ea; 10.5"
reels with tape, $2.50 ea. Joe
Lalino, WLAL, 319 State Rt 29,
Middleville NY 13406. 315-8913110.

Harris FM-3-H, 3KW FM. Continenta
Communications.
314-664-4497
email: contcomm@sbcglobal.net.

Want to Sell
R011iON BLOWERS AM PlAIT BLOOMS,
new 8. rebuilt for Elcom, Horns, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Antex SX-36 audio card, two
available, excellent condition, buyer
pays shipping, $500 ea/B0. Bob
Rivkin, KPLM/KJJZ, 441 S Calle
Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA 92262.
760-320-4550.
API 0361 3.5" VU meters, A & B
scales
available, $35
each;
Assorted VTC audio transformers,
A-20, LS-33, LS-30, some N.I.B.
Delinta, 972-641-0271.
Burk EAS unit, taken out of service
6 months ago, appears to be
configured for an external printer,
powers on, plays EAS message
correctly. $ 1200/B0 +free shipping.
Robert Sims, KCAS, POB 8106,
Mission TX 78572. 956-424-9098.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned &
calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402-4931886.

- Baal
IMM.;

---

Harris
MW-10-B,
10KW
AM.
Continental Communications. 314-6644497, email: contconm@sbcglobal.net.

Receivers 3,500 for both

REELS/CD's

MISCELLANEOUS

888 239 8462
Trans/relent
Antennas'

Want to Sell

Moseley MRC 1600 remote control,
16 channel, good condition, $350.
Tom Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley
Creek, St Marys KS 66536. 785640-6047.

From the log to the smoll
WWW.BExT.COM

Continental 831-G, 22.5kW FM.
Continental Communications 314-6644497, email: contcornm@sbcglobal.net

20 watts to 30 Kw

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

XT

TRANSMITTERS

Contact Jimmie Joynt

Contact Jimmie Joynt

LPAM AVAILABLE NOW! Fulfill your
dream now. Get on the air
immediately with our high tech FCC
certified RANGEMASTER AM Part 15
transmitter. Up to one mile range
and more. Cari use multiple
transmitters
for
more
range.
http://www.am1000rangemastercom.
919-362-9393.

TRANSCOM CORP.

: SEE YOUR :
• AD HERE! •
•

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

USED RIGID COAXIAL LINE •
3-1/8 -air
•
20' sections, connectors .
ovar 1000', kept in storage
I
Price negotiable
.Joe Maloney: 856-786-7200 x16.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

MICROWAVE

LIMITERS/

Want to Sell

Comrex Vectors, two rack mount
units, one remote mixer unit, $2000
ea unit. Bryan Hubert, KCMS,
19303 Fremont Ave N., Shoreline
WA 98133. 206-546-7371 or email:
bdh@crista.org.

Radio World's

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
To

advertise, fax Simone 00

703-671-7409
CCS Audio CDQ Prima 110 & CDID
Prima 120. Complete end-to- end
system, includes (2) Adtran TSU LT
units. Used 18 months transferring
broadcast
audio
over
Ti
connection. Includes polyphasers,
connectors & cables, willing to sell
separately or $5500/all +free shpg
in Continental US. Robert Sims,
KCAS, POB 8106, Mission TX
78572. 956-424-9098.

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
300W

1988

600W

VHF
Harris FM 3COK Solid State
- NEW -

Amplifier

2.5kW

1978

Collins 83132

3.5 kW

1985

BE FM 3.5A

10kW

1980

Harris FM 10K

20kW

1978

Collins 83102 Solid State IPA- 1998

25kW

1986

Harris FM25K

25kW

1980

CSI T-25- Amplifier Only

50kW

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter-transmitter switcher
USED AM TRANSMITTERS

IkW

1980

Harris MW1A

5/OkW

1982

Continental 316F

50kW

1997

Nautel ND50

50kW

1986

Nautel AMPFET 50

10 watt
100 watt
250 watt
10 watt

NEW TV 500 watt
1.000 watt
NEW TV - UHF
500 watt

100 watt
250 watt

1,000 watt
USED EXCITERS

BE FX 30
New 30 watt synthesized
USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Potomac Phase Monitor AM1 9, 2Tower & 3Tower
Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901, Digital
Kintronics 0150. 50kw Dummy Load
Dielectric 4 Port Motorized Switch
Technics SH9010 Equalizer
Opbmod 8100A ( cards 3thru 5only) 8 91008 AM
Dummy Load 80 kw air cooled. # DP1U-75K

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Hotlines
Zephyrs
Nexus
Audio

FU Exciters
21's
IM P
UN Amps
Test Redmeent

we don't have it, iire wiggle MI
INC. ( 800) 438-60410

scms,

s "You Know We Know Rode

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

transcorn@fmamtv.com

BEE
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POWER TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

WYAY.BCORCO.COM

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
COME SEE US AT NAB BOOTH

McMartin BA-1K, 1KW AM. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497, email:
contoomm@sbcglobal.net.
McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.
Collins 831-D2, 2.5 KW FM, good
condition, $3900. Tom Toenjes,
KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St Marys
KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

CCA HELP
•Rotron Blowers • Rebuilt Plate Blockers • Tubes
•Tube sockets/parts • most all transmitter parts
•rebuilt tuning line assemblies
Goodrich Ent. Inc
402493-1886
www.goodrichenterprises.com
cgoodrich(9tconl.com

Pete ut,ataffe

Two Colins FM wilts, 831F2, 10KW
tuned @ 93.7, & 831G2, 20 KW @ 94.9,
both functional & in excellent condition
considering age, one dismantled for
moving. One orighal exciter included,
$6000 eaA30. Steve Sisson, Sheridan
Media, 1716 KROE Ln, Sheridan WY
82801.307-672-7421.

ge6
Madam Eaulosuma Deism

COMET
Vacuum and
Gas Capacitors

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

in all major AM

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

513-831-5000
www.cometna.com

Continental 316F 10 KW 1030 kHz,
complete, was on air until removed
from service, $2500/you ship. Dave
Bischoff, Pamplin Broadcasting, 888
SW 5th Ave, # 790, Portland OR
97204. 503-552-3291.

S "You Know We Know Radio" s
RCA BTF 20 El, 20 KW FM, good
condition, $6000. Tom Toenjes,
KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St Marys
KS 66536. 785-640-6047.
Tepco J-340 M, 10 to 40W Fm
translator with local modulator
includd,
excellent
condition,
maintained
by
manufacturer
technicians, $2250/80.
Ray
Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park Ave, La
Crosse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.
Tepco J-3750, 250W FM RF power
amplifier,
excellent
condition,
maintained
by
manufacturer
technicians, $ 1250/30.
Ray
Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park Ave, La
Crosse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.

Collins 20 V-2 or V-3 transmitter in
working condition. Scott Bailey,
WMRO, POB 1445, Gallatin TN
37066. 615-451-2131.
Gates BC 250-6V transmitter in
working condition. Scott Bailey,
WMRO, POB 1445, Gallatin TN
37066. 615-451-2131.

.:19:i12.111.1

.!.)!J2
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ADS GET POSTED INE WM MAIM DAD
AND WILL RUN POI A PIAL IWO WERKSI
COMA« THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPIURI
EMPLOY/AWN SECTION AND RALLY
COVER NW SROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND DIEN SOMEI

www.RUII Cmlitte.com
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STUDIO FURNITURE?

The beat goes

SPACEWISE® is home to the

"BUDGET CRUNCHERS"
QUALITY RADIO STUDIOS FROM $2450!

on!

*1.5" PLYWOOD HARD LAMINATED TOPS!
WOOD BULLNOSING. KICKS AND TRIM!
%.> STURDY BUILT MODULAR COMPONENTS!
VERY AFFORDABLE CUSTOMIZATION!
FAST AND EASY ASSEMBLY!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040

CSI-20-E 20kW FM xmtr, $13,500
+shpg; Energy Onix 5 kW AM )7ntr,
$10,C00/130; Dee Onbr MK 15, 15 kW
FM >anti, $14,000/130; CSI-5E 5kW AM
xmtr, two cabinets, $7000 +shpg. Joseph
Bahr, Islands FM, POB 6556, San Juan
PR 00914. 787-725-4164.

RADIO!

FROM STOCK

and SW transmitters

FM Exciters - STL's FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

Two card extenders for Continental
816RA2 transmitter. Bob Rivkin,
KPLM/KJJZ, 441 S. Calle Encilia
#8, Palm Springs CA 92262. 760320-4550.

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Standard equipment

S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Want to Buy

broadcast industry would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

FROM STOCK

Gates/Harris BC-5Hb, 5 KW AM,
good condition, $4500. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

2000 model Harris AM transmitter,
1000W, solid state on 620kHz, bought
new and used less than ayear. Station
upgrade forced the purchase of
larger transmitter. It is in excellent
condition. Shane Southern, WWNR,
306 South Kanawha St, Beckley WV
25801. 304-461-9272 or email at:
shanesouthem@hotmailcom.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the

Continental 316F AM 10 KW 660
kHz, complete, was on air until
removed from service, $2500/you
ship.
Dave
Bischoff Pamplin
Broadcasting, 888 SW en Ave, #790,
Portland OR 97204.503-552-3291.

# N2920

tops in broadcast equipment

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

1-800-955-6800

e-mail: link@surcom.com web: www.surcom.com

kkannapolis@worldnet.attnet

SPACE WISE

ask for Kathleen

800-775-3660 spacevAsetgqwestnet www.spacewise.com
"Quality Broadcast Furniture, For Every Budget"

CONSULTANTS
Idllottbi EVANS
A

I.

s

OC

I•I

I

S

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

System One eeminunicatiens
con.tructors & (on.ultant.
I
louston. Tc‘a.

•FCC Applications and fidd Iogitupring

888-625-5619
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade 8 Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning 6 Proof
EXPERTS IN
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • FiF Eiiposure
210 S Main St Thiensville, WI 53092. ( 2621 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242 6045
hop VANN eVanSaSSOC corn
Member AFCCE

Construction
Specialists
le. Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
7r.

AM- I'M Site

'Doug Vernier

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

Communications Technologies.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AANFWTV/LPTWIDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

*Design 8Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM-FM N LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV

Telecommunication Cunsultantn

Ne

ft

Ine11.3.11.1KMEZIMIIIWZCZ

uftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-sott.com

Ânt

detawoP
1
\
-70
2r11

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengreaolcom

www.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

Inc.

Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

•

P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax: ( 856) 985-8124
Internet: commtechrf.com
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

Engineering Software

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1-mail: info« owleng.t om

800-797-1338

Fax (681) 784-7541

5844 Hamlin. Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126 (651) 784-7445 •‘• •

FASTER._
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards builtln

JJ
!A.
Visit us an the the web at www.radiosattcom

109 West Knapp Ave • Edgewater • FL • 1396)426-2521

s..

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
BKOADC.1SI TECHNICAL CONSULIANTS
Full Servigx From Allocation Iii
mcration AM/FWD:Mt 'x Service'',
had Work:Antenna and
DeNign

Over ,
15 rears engineering
and codsulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
wwv..grahamhrock.com

TV-$550: LPTV-$550; FM-$250:
AM Freq SearchesCall for quote
Applications, Amendments

Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping

infoiedataworld.com
fax: —301-656-5341

•Frequency Sean
ami Cot irtltti.il ii in
•AM•FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
• [?,1C Te%1 I.114 CC and Itiropean Of( )

M Celenza
Communications Consultants

Market Analysis

Sales Marketing Packages

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration,
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

BEE
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TUBES

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
vraw.goodrichenterprises.com.

C Electronics Co.

Tu BES

ho
lrg
ie

We have the alternatives
for all your needs, at the

prices. direct frorn
OUR bitiU0 1

lowest

Svetlana

EIMAC, SVEllANA,
EEV and many others
(352) 6813-2374
PH: (800) 881- 2374
FAX: (352) 683- 9595
¡if?, SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT
.

MASTERCARD ACCEP1T -

RE PARTS
gle

COMPANY

•Broadcast • Industrial
Communications

ieeà

›..m.e

Also
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS-Thomson
8 Mitsubishi Semiconductors
Catalog

CE position wanted Experienced
with
computers,
transmitters,
automations, DCS, UDS, digital
studios. Robert King, 978-479-4855.
Friendly, industrious, commercial
FCC lSt Class with radar-amateur
radio extra licensed, asst CE, seeks
Fr, PT, contract, with AM/FM, cable,
TV, preferred within 75 mile radius
of metro NYC area. 718-969-5224
or write: Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12
Roosevelt Ave #702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372-6746 or email at
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Hard working, exciting, original &
fresh sports broadcaster seeks
employment. Iwill take your station
to the top! Delinta, 972-641-0271.
Have a craving for something
sweet? Chantele is lust what you need.
Rookie radio talent looking to stay dose
fo Oklahoma. 405-320-1059.

Creative, hard working radio grad.
Looking
for
a career
in
broadcasting,
announcing
or
production. Love sports & news.
Willing to travel or relocate. Chuck,
918-491-1209.

www.dparts.com

Se Habla Español • We Export
760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax 760-744-1943
E-mail rfp@rfparts.corn

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stahons For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only

•

•EIMAC • TAYLOR
•ECONCO • SVETLANA

RAM

EQUIPMENT USTINGS

POSITIONS WANTED

What's up America? Are you finally
ready for someone who is totally diverse?
Ready to go where opportunity is
knocking. Dustin 316-334-9526.
,

ec -ruc:bim

EMPLOYMENT

Want to Sell

NEW

43

Energetic and well rounded ABS
graduate who's willing to relocate,
looking for any opportunity to prove
myself. Tony, 405-258-2001 or 405812-5915.

Engineer in Florida willing to
relocate to your facility. AM/FM
construction or maintenance. NT, IT
studios & airchain, automation a
specialty. Currently employed as
CE. Have 1st class FCC & other
certificates. Chuck, 904-680-1101
or email: mychucky@funportnet.

Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear
The listings run for hvo consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you,

Please print and include
all information:

Arc you currently asubscriber to Radio World'?
[11 Yes

ZI No

Signature

Date

Contact Name
Title

Female voice with on-air market
experience, hot production, Cool
Edit Pro, Selector, Scotts Studios,
Voicetrax
and
TLC.
Shelly
Escobedo, 505-758-9843.

Company/Station

Fresh out of school, willing to
relocate, production is my specialty,
love the southwest, anywhere,
anytime. Joshua, 405-820-7390.

Telephone

Looking for someone now? Here I
am! Radio grad ready for you. Any
position, any format, any location.
You need me, I'm there. Jody, 918902-9720.
Looking to establish longtime
career in on- air radio broadcasting
or in production. Eager to learn.
Willing to relocate. Tom, 918-6645724: tomtinkeyemybluelight.com.
Rookie announcer ready to bring
some diva sunshine to your station.
Talented female, hard worker with
great personality and voice. Cparky,
918-827-5136.
Stop! Don't read any more ads! Well,
after this one. Recent ABS graduate,
love to travel! Jessica, 405-879-3448
or bla&velvet6@hotmail.com.

Address
City/State
Zip Code

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.

WTS J WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS j WTB _ICategory:
Make:
Brief Description:

\

_

WTS Li WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model

Price:

Or ;Mtril I
5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

WTS
WT11 j Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Falls Church, VA

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

wIs jwni a Category:

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2003

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

Model:

1x

6x

13x

26x

$105

100

95

90

Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTB Li Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

WTS Li

10-1 9 col inch ( per inch)

$90

80

70

60

Distributor Directory

$130

125

120

115

Professional Card

$ 100

95

90

85

Station/Studio Services

$195

165

140

119

Cla
l ssified Line Ad

S2/word

Bind Box Ad

$ I5 additional

Model

Price:

WTS J WTB :ICategory:
Ntod
Make:
Brief Description:

PHs's'

B j Categoi

Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154,
Price:

Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept

WTS o WTB LI Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

_

Niiolel

VISA, MASTERCARD and American Express.
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for

riMdrinairidele- Ale""

2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

"

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966
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A DVERTISER I
NDEX

[ENTER TO WIN]

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

29

AEQ

32

ATI

8

AudioScience

2

Auditronics/Wheatstone

18

Belar

March 12, 2003

Here's your chance to unpack FREE GEAR in 2003.
Enter to win one of 26 New Technology prizes.

WEB SITE URL
www.aeqbroadcast.com

Over the past two years, Radio World and dozens of

www.atiguys.com

industry suppliers have joined forces to award more

Went/174u

than
from $microphones,
115,000 worth master
of radioclocks
and pro
andaudio
sound
gear

www.audioscience.com

cards, to audio processors, routers, CD master
ing machines and shopping sprees.

www.auditronics.com
www.belar.com

In 2003 you can expect asimilar range of cool

e

New Technology products from our great spon-

y

sors. It takes only seconds to sign up online.
21

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcasttools.com

30

Broadcast Warehouse

24, 25

BSW

32

Burk Technologies

www.burk.com

4

Burk Technology

www.burk.com

36

Circuit Werkes

7

Comrex

1

Continental Electronics

36

Cortana

36

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

www.gorman-redlich.com

26

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

11

Harris

And best of all, there are 26 chances to win in 26
awings - - one for every issue of Radio World.
This is our way of saying " thank you" for allowing us to

www.broadcastwarehouse.com

'ring
.• you New Technology for the ' ast 2

www.bswusa.com
To enter the sweepstakes you must complete these 3easy steps
1 Go to our website WWI rwonlme com
2 r.; 1.'ir on the New Technology Sweepstakes icon
3 Fol OW the instructions and fil! out the electronic entry form

www.circuitwerkes.com
ha
www.comrex.com

re you

a

g for? Don't mt

ut in

that's it you're donei

w, get° win

&chnplcay prects from the fine Radial/odd suppAers+44 le
e

www.contelec.com

AUDIO

www.cortanacorporation.com

PROCESSING

IECOMOL

0

audiolechnica.

www.broadcast.harris.com

TX
c__

el PGA«

38

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

15

lnovonics

6

Kintronic Labs

www.kintronic.com

38

LBA Technology

www.lbagroup.com

38

Mager Systems

www.magersystems.com

3

MD Organization

23

MediaTouch

27

OMB

1"tentline'

www.inovon.com

ter:t

AlITOGRAM
AWL ENC/WILAK TIC1.11A

BROADCASTS

tools

www.profanitydelay.com
www.omt.net

110411%11/1 lei

www.omb.com

lall/FIVUMILIGA

e
OK —AIL/ CO ICO

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

19

Radio Computing Service ( RCS)

16

Radio Design Labs ( RDL)

5

Radio Systems

32

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.

36

River Communications

38

S.C.M.S., Inc.

www.scmsinc.com

14

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

pl

www.rcsworks.com/howitworks

JK Audio

www.rdlnet.com
www.radiosystems.com

' ...41.—iumusguir•rm••••.-^•••r—

•
sales@riverc.com

Sierra Automated Systems

www.sasudio.com

17

Sine Systems

36

Studio Technology

38

Technical Services Group

13

Telos Systems

47

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

48

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

MOE

ie•

www.ramsyscom.com

20

••

STUDIO
TECHNOLOGY
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Less noise • More sound

www.sinesystems.com
www.studiotechnology.com

SCMS

ESCINIFEX

www.tsgcom.com
www.telos-systems.com

sgZ

the year. Contest rep
expires Dec. 3, 2001 Fleet contest prize announcement on Jan. 1,
winner. At contestants MUST reside in the United States an dhave a valid mailing address.
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Bush: ' Challenge Your Listeners'
expansion so that people can find work.
Yet, there are some needs that prosperity
can never meet.

For more than 80 years, America's religious broadcasters have been sharing the
gospel on the airways. You bring words of
truth, and comfort, and encouragement
into millions of homes.
Broadcasting is more than ajob for you.
It is agreat commission. You serve with all
your heart and soul and America is grateful. Each one of you knows that the power
of faith can transform alife. People of faith
and goodness and idealism also have the
power to transform our neighborhoods and
our nation. I've set a great goal for
America. We must apply the great compassion of our people to the deepest problems
of this country.
This country is blessed with virtually
millions of good-hearted volunteers who
work daily miracles in the lives of their fellow citizens. And today Iask our religious
broadcasters, those who reach into every
corner of America, to rally the armies of
compassion so that we can change
America one heart, one soul at atime.

Gocft love
We've arrested and we convict criminals; yet building more prisons will not
substitute for responsibility and order in
our souls. The role of government is limited, because government cannot put hope in
people's hearts, or asense of purpose in
people's lives. That happens when someone puts an arm around a neighbor and
says, God loves you, Ilove you, and you
can count on us both.

Human dignity
The American people have deep and
diverse religious beliefs, truly one of the
great strengths of our country. And the
faith of our citizens is seeing us through
some demanding times. We're being challenged. We're meeting those challenges
because of our faith. ...
In times of tragedy, faith assures us that
death and suffering are not the final word;
that love and hope are eternal. Religious
faith not only comforts, it challenges. Faith
teaches that every person is equal in God's
sight, and must be treated with equal dignity here on earth.
This idea of human dignity forces us to
constantly examine our own country and
our own hearts. And this ideal has inspired
some of the great reforms in American history. People of faith led the struggle
against slavery. People of faith fought
against child labor. People of faith worked
for women's equality. And people of faith
worked for civil rights.
And in America today, people of faith
are doing the work of compassion. So
many good people are serving their neighbors because they love their God. The spirit of service is vital because the need in
America is great. There are pockets of
despair and loneliness and hopelessness in
America.
We do not accept as afact of life that
some Americans must endure permanent
poverty or bigotry or childhood without
love and guidance. Our work as
Americans is not complete until we build
asingle nation of justice and anation of
opportunity.
Government, of course, must be
involved and will be involved. We just
reformed our welfare in America and
we've helped alot of people. Yet, even as
we work to improve the welfare laws, we
know that welfare policy will not solve the
deepest problems of the spirit. ...
This economy of ours is growing okay;
it can be better. As amatter of fact, we've
got plans in place to encourage job growth,
ways to stimulate the entrepreneurial spirit
of the country, encourage small business

ning discrimination against faith-based
charities and social service grants by federal agencies. Icontinue to work with members of Congress of both political parties to
enact faith-based legislation to encourage
more charitable giving, so we're more likely able to rally the armies of compassion.
We created faith- based offices in key
Cabinet departments to ensure that faithbased groups get equal treatment and fair
access to government funds.
Irecognize some people around our
country asking, what does this faith-based
initiative mean? And is it athreat to my
very program? And so we're holding
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those who hurt.
America's religious broadcasters can
really play an important role in this work,
and Iwant to discuss what Ithink that role
can be, and make afew suggestions today.
Christian media outlets like yours reach
141 million people every year. That's a
huge audience, and it's aresponsibility that
Iknow you take seriously. This nation has
got alot of wealthy and caring congregations, and we've got alot of churches in
low-income areas that need help, too. Your
voices reach them all; you can communicate with them, rich and poor, alike; suburban church and urban church, alike. And
you can help bring them together to serve
those who hurt, so we can achieve amore
just and generous society.
It's been said that IIa.m. on Sunday is
the most segregated hour in America. We
all have aresponsibility to break down the
barriers that divide us. In Scripture, God
commands us to reach out to those who are
different, to reconcile with each other, to
lay down our lives in service to others.
And He promises that the fruits of faith
and fellowship, service and reconciliation
will far surpass the struggles we go
through to achieve them.
Suburban churches are often just ashort
drive away from brothers and sisters who
are facing great need, and doing God's
work. There's an opportunity here to end
artificial divisions and join together in fellowship and service. There's also an obligation. The poor and suffering are the
responsibility of the whole church, even
when they're not members of any church.

Great things
When asuburban church and an urban
church become full partners, great things
can happen. Both churches benefit. The
Chicago Christ Church of Oak Brook, and
And it is that spirit which defines some
meetings across the country to help faithLawndale Community Church are working
of the most effective social programs in
based groups to understand how they can
together to serve the sick in Lawndale's
America. It is that spirit of love and comqualify for government grants without
health care clinic for the poor. In Boston,
passion which makes healing lives work.
compromising their mission. We're on an
Wellesley Congregational Church and the
Yet, for too long, some in government
education campaign. We're reaching out
historic Charles Street AME Church are
thought there was no room for faithto find the social entrepreneurs who exist
creating anew center to boost the reading
based groups to provide social services. I all across this nation.
and computer skills of Roxbury residents.
have adifferent point of view. Ibelieve
Iwent to Congress at my State of the
Right here on the outskirts of Nashville,
government should welcome faith-based
Union and spoke about two needs Iwant to
Tennessee, in Franklin, Tennessee, acongroups as allies in the great work of
share with you today. Ihave concerns — I versation between an associate pastor of
renewing America.
know you do, as well — about children
Christ Community Church and the pastor
Iwelcome faith. Iwelcome faith to help
whose mom or dad may be in prison.
of First Missionary Baptist Church began a
solve the nation's deepest problems. I Imagine what life must be like for those
fellowship that now includes nearly 60
understand that government must not and
children. Imagine how they wonder about
pastors and church members of all differwill not endorse a religious creed, or
their future, whether or not this great counent races and denominations....
directly fund religious worship. That's
try holds out hope for them. Iknow by
In all these partnerships lives are lifted
obviously not arole of government, and
calling upon the compassionate hearts of
up. We see unity and racial reconciliation.
that's not what we're talking about here.
our fellow citizens we can help save those
We see faith renewed by its works.
But governments can and should suplives by mentoring programs ...
So today Iask you to challenge your
port effective social services provided by
Iasked Congress to support amentoring
listeners to love somebody just like
religious people, so long as they work and
proposal which will bring caring adults
they'd like to be loved themselves; to
as long as those services go to anyone in
into the lives of more than amillion chilremind them that one person can make a
need, regardless of their faith. And when
dren, disadvantaged children, including the
difference in somebody's life; to encourgovernment gives that support, it is equally
children whose mom or dad may be in
age them, to mentor; to encourage them
important that faith-based institutions
prison. There's no question in my mind
to start a ministry, which will find the
should not be forced to change the characthat if this nation puts their mind to it, we
children of those who are incarcerated
ter or compromise their prophetic role.
can surround those little ones with love
and love them. Iask you to challenge
Ithink the charities helping the needy, it
and provide abetter hope for them.
your listeners to encourage your congreshould not matter if there is arabbi on the
As well, Iam concerned about those
gations to work together for the good of
board, or across on the wall, or crescent on
who are addicted to drugs, who fight for
this nation, to work hard to break down
the wall, or religious commitment in the
their very lives and survival against
the barriers that have divided the chilcharter. And he'd ask, does it work? If an
addiction. Ibelieve that we can take a dren of God for too long.
earthquake or hurricane damages a approach that focuses on the addict, give
There is no question that we can rid this
Christian, or Jewish, or Muslim school, that
that person avoucher to be redeemed at
nation of hopelessness and despair,
school should not be denied federal disaster
any program that he or she chooses.
because the greatest of America is the
assistance because of it's religious character.
Especially those programs that have got
character of the American people. We are a
What I'm saying is, the days of discrimthe capacity to change heart and, therecompassionate country, and we are generinating against religious groups just
fore, change habit. Congress needs to
ous toward our fellow citizens. And we are
because they're religious are coming to an
hear this call and work with us to faciliacourageous country, ready when necesend. Ihave issued an executive order bantate the mentoring and the healing of
sary to defend the peace. ...
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•READER'S
Tower bird kills
If the bottom ever falls out of the engineering market, Fred Baumgartner can
keep me rolling on the floor with tales
like this one ("The Myth of the TowerKill Bird Massacre," Reader's Forum,
Feb. 1).

I've worked around a tower of more
than 800 feet for over 10 years. And much
to my dismay, I've found an occasional
dead bird near the base of the tower.
But unlike accusations of the "get rid
of towers/save the songbirds" folks, these
birds did not make the trip to "bird heaven" by flying blindly into the tower, but
were brought to their demise by some
moronic neighbor who enjoys shooting
them off the tower.

Source Book
Addition
This listing was omitted from the
Radio World 2003 New Technology
Source Book & Directory:
Energy-Onix Broadcast Equipment
Co. Inc.
1306 River Street
Valatie, NY 12184
518-758-1690; 888-324-6649;
Fax: 518-758-1476
E-mail: energy-onix@
energy-onix.com
Web: energy-onix.com
Products: AM and FM broadcast
transmitters; Internet STL - "TeleLink"; remote pick-up equipment
(UHF & UHF); microwave SU.

FORUM.

Don't Shoot the Messengers
We wrote in an earlier editorial that "consolidation and an overreliance on market research have indeed helped make radio less exciting
and more homogenous in most markets."
However, we must in fairness also state that not all people in radio
blame their audience research gurus if stations pull weak numbers in the
Arbitron ratings; nor do they condemn the audience research profession
for "sanitizing" station programming.
Consolidation certainly has affected how research is used. Debt service is so huge that many station owners rely on what is known and
safe. This attitude goes for programming and research, too.
Radio World has stated often that the industry should not blame the
tools if they are misused. Research, like anything else, is what the user
makes of it.
Research includes quantitative and qualitative methods. The proper
method depends on the research question involved. Research gurus
might design aquantitative survey, qualitative focus groups or experimental program testing, depending on the question.
Radio research can indeed be creative. Lee Abrams, criticized in
some quarters and praised for his innovations in others, was one of the
first FM programmers to use research creatively. Creative new formats
of the past decade or so, such as The Wave in Los Angeles (which
became Smooth Jazz) or the Triple-A format, were driven by research.
But many owners rely on the tried-and-true research designs. They
also don't want to spend more money than they have to, understandably.
These trends can indeed produce more consistency from market to market. And that delivers ratings.
According to one audience researcher, radio does lack intelligent
research design. Any former PD can open acompany and call himself
or herself aresearcher. Caveat emptor.
Market research is just one tool in our toolkit. It cannot overcome the
impact of the economy or of consolidation.

With absolutely no scientific fact to back
up my observation, Ihave noted birds use
the tower for agreat perch from which to
glean their dinner. Idon't know how often
I've seen ared-tail hawk, perched near the
lower obstruction lamps ( 135 feet), swoop
gracefully down to ground level and snatch
aquick lunch of blue racer, garter snake or,
perhaps, even atasty field mouse.
In fact, once we had ared tail "buzz" a
tower climber, just to keep him honest (and,
Ipresume, away from the hawk's lunch).
Just as birds occasionally fly into my
patio doors in my walkout basement (6
feet below ground), I'm sure they occasionally do fly into towers. But 30,000 at
one time? Sure! And we had a flock of
monkeys and flying pigs hit our tower
during an eclipse of the moon.
Mike Seaver
Chief Engineer
KHQA(TV)
Quincy, Ill.
Fred's article is aunique, logical way
to look at this, which may debunk the
whole issue. Something smells with
"Tower Kill," whether it's USFWS or
fowl is yet to be seen.
Let's keep questioning these claims.
Will the "Professor Mike Bellesiles" fiasco at Emory University be repeated here
at Cornell?
Rick Nudd
Walworth, N.Y.
Fred Baumgartner's opinion piece is as
unfounded an opinion piece as I've ever
read. The Eau Claire tower bird deaths
that he writes about did not occur in
1974, and did not involve geese.
The Eau Claire tower kills cited by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service happened
on Sept. 20, 1957, afoggy night during fall
migration when 20,000 birds were killed,
and on atwo-night foggy period Sept. 1920, 1963, when 35,000 birds were killed.
Dr. Charles Kemper was the man who
discovered, collected and tallied these
birds. They encompassed at least 46
species, including warblers, vireos, tanagers and thrushes, but not asingle goose
that I've read of in any account. These
species weigh between one- fifth of an
ounce and two-thirds of an ounce.
Dr. Kemper (amedical doctor) and the
graduate students he enlisted to help him
document the kills were actual eyewitnesses and produced many photographs, which
were included in articles in "The Passenger
Pigeon" ( the journal of the Wisconsin
Society for Ornithology) and other jour-
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nais. Kemper was an Eau Claire resident.
No one disputed his findings at the time —
the carcasses were piled up too high.
The U.S. F&W Service has known
about the problems associated with birds
and towers for decades. Their book, "Birds
in Our Lives," published by the U.S.
Government Printing Office in 1966, has a
full chapter called Deathtraps in the Skies
about the issue, in which the Eau Claire
tower kills and others are discussed.
Although the Eau Claire bird kills those
two nights are the most dramatic ever documented, kills in the hundreds, and, much
more rarely, thousands have happened with
regularity at towers that were monitored
consistently after the Eau Claire event.
Why haven't there been other enormous
events like this in recent decades? Only a
fraction of towers are monitored consistently at first light each day during spring and
fall migration. And the number of nocturnal migrants has dropped dramatically, too.
Dr. Sidney Gauthereaux used radar
data to establish that the number of
neotropical migrants (those mainly nocturnal migrants moving between North

America and the tropics of Central and
South America) declined by 50 percent
between the 1960s and the 1980s.
Towers were certainly not the only
culprit; pesticides, picture windows, cats,
automobiles and other serious problems
are also to blame. But towers took an
enormous toll, and songbirds simply cannot afford these kinds of losses anymore.
Istrongly urge those of us who care
about both birds and radio to support
research to find the safest lighting colors
and on-off patterns to minimize bird kills.
Don't waste time and energy denying
documented facts; rather, research ways
to eliminate the problem.
Laura Erickson
Producer
"For the Birds"
Duluth, Minn.
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W HEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual- domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; builtin router integration with 8-character displays; a choice of features like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall—all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all- modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP'setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact

Wheatstone— the digital audio people!

sales@wheatstone.
tel 252-638-7000
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THINK INSIDE THE Box

ONE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
TALL!
THAT'S RIGHT— ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC L
INK OR ASINGLE CAT5WIRE = 64 channels
of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, XY
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands— if not TENS of
thousands— of feet of wire in atypical installation!
THE W HEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for aselect set of gear.
t

SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain. ‘‘ \so, \ All AES cards have
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from "
worry about varying
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in
connector modules
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal _
technologies and
standards all within the same ca. W HEATSTONE'S intuitive --Cou/
get
graphic based
setup software handles system con figuration, matrix selection \r;_,-7-,0-- -', and salvo presets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles
for seamless
source selection and display.
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